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FAIR weather tonight
and Wednesday; temperature will rise; according to prediction.
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ORDEKOF EMPEROR. W1LL1A1

ATTEMPT

IS MADE TO CAPTUf

ALAIS AT NO MATTER WHAT COST

This Port is to be Used in the
Plan to Attack England's Territory
Long-Cherishe-

d

GREAT NAVAL BATTLE IS EXPECTED ALMOST DAILY
German Ships, it is Believed, Will Come Out of Their Refuge and
Attempt to Sink King George's Vessels Allies Burrow in the
Ground to Avoid Telling Artillery Fire One Side or the
Other Must Be Defeated Soon
The unyielding German line, which Jfor six weeks has been stretched
across France, is said by the French war office to have been broken at
to-- .
last. Near the eastern end of the line, In .the region .beyond Nancy,
have been driven
invaders
the
statement
official
reports
French
day's
back, onto German soil. At other points over the long line the offensive
has been resumed by the allied forces after a long period of comparative
inaction.
The French claim to have won the advantage In an engagement at
the point where the line sweeps eastward, less than 60 miles from Paris.
to the east of the bend In the line,
Between Soissons and
resumed.
Apparently the engagement was limited
heavy fighting has been
to an artillery duel, the 'entrenched position of the opposing forces
the use of Infantry.
border the fighting conTo the northward along the Franco-Belgiawhere the struggle has
the
Yser,
tinues with diminished ferocity. Along
ofbeen most Intense, the allies have not drawn back, says the French
made
has
been
farther
south
progress
ficial statement, while toward the
between Ypres and Roulers.
Airships flitter from the zone of fighting along the North sea. Supplementing the unemotional official statements it became evident today
that the recent battle along the shore of the North sea have been the
most terrible of the war.
From Emperor William, it is said, came the order that the German
advance along the coast must be continued at any cost and that Calais
must be taken. The desperate assaults which followed, particularly along
the Yser canal, have few precedents in modern military history.
British newspaper correspondents estimate that some 5,000 Germans
succeeded In forcing their way across the canal. They did it at a frightful cost Into a hall storm of shrapnel and shot the Germans charged
night after night, only to be cut down by the thousands until the calnal
was clogged at points with their bodies. Those who succeeded in forcing
their way across came to death grips with their waiting adversaries, and
wjth rifle shot and bayonet the struggle went on.
Of .the Germans who, crossed the Yser, according to British reports,
few escaped alive.
All reports agree that the fighting In the east continues without decisive result. The French official 'statement says that on the Riven San
and south of Przemysl the Russian offensive Is becoming "more accentuBerry-au-Ba-
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100 MINERS ARE CARRANZA AGENT ATTEMPTS TO

THE

KILLED

...
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ESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1914.
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San river, in a strata!, i
to Plozk,
in Russian Poland.
The main Russian " 'v is being eueuvf bejond
gaged. The AufatrMi
the Carpathians bast
the
impelled
Russians to send ictr.u i omenta Into
IN
EXPLOSION
ROYALTON, 'ILL.,
thift territory.
COLLIERY
TAKES HEAVY
The battle is stJil
m central
TOLL OF LIFE
Long Cherished Plan
Austrian ...tiw
have been
lowi
on
an
to
successful
the
river,
The effort of Germany to drive
a. Vigorous
her forces like a ram through the the southwest of Prz"
WORKINGS ARE ALL ON FIRE
between
allied barrier is a task the result of encounters are pi ok
n
which should decido the success or Ivangorod and
IMPRISONED MEN UNDOUBTEDLY
failure of their plan to reach Calais
Austrians Sue;. ;fuf
WILL BE SUFFOCATED BE-- .
and from there set in motion a long
27 (
Oct.
Vienna,
iicrd.itn
iti
FORE FLAMES COME
to
scheme
cherished
harrass England.
.1
An e:'
ftatement
On the other hand the failure of the and London).
out today says lis Austrian
German forces to progress, it is main- given
CAR IS ON SCENE
is the RESCUE
tained by military observers in Eng- erations, the object of
suc-- (
of Bosnia, are j
land, probably would mean another clearing
ct sslully. The
re driven
retreat.
ARE PENETRATED BY
SHAFTS
to Vishnegi $1 (it
24, and
A statement issued by- - the official
MEN
WEARING
HELMETS
i
the Austrian pursu t u
the Drina
press bureau today indicated how
EQUIPPED WITH OXYGEN
26.
river
Kash
to
October
Bosnia
slowly each side must feel its way
H t'i tied
the Drina is now coivv
anions the hundreds of little Belgian of
Royaltoii, Ml, Oct. 27 One hundred
the enemy.
careTo
without
forward
go
villages.
or
more miners probably were burned
The Montengrm hvi!-rutr.,t-- i
ful reeonnoitering would be extremely
to death in the Mitchell coal mine
r (1 m
ed from the Sen i,i'is
near here today when at terrific experilous, as it never is known wheth- a southwestern dii
h
er a village is merely occupied by
plosion occurred in the lower level
harmless citizens or by armed forces
of the colliery soon after 300 mm
8,000 Russlnr.s C-ready to attack.
i;id begun work.
4
Vienna, Oct. 27 .
i
those who entered the mine
Artillery Batters Monitors
An
of
The admiralty has not. admitted), thai London).
t' 100
i.
escaped, but 30 bodies noon
Otlt hWe (Or - :'ii;
the monitors: working oi'f itie.lieyjja:) ghOll
t
(i
th. mt.-- pi d P 'l
Ju the tigx,iiiiv .tn:!ore ivaiiKuvu
coast have sustained any damage, we
J 00 other nun were known sm!
titan
have up to the present time
to be imprisoned in a lower level, cut
though the Germans claim to have
.8,000 Russians and 19 machine
reached the vessels with their artiloff from rescue by fire.
guns.
Because of the fire attempts of
lery.
"Near Jaroslau a Russian colonel
Naval Battle Expected
rescuers to enter the shaft were im200 soldiers were forced to surrenand
The talk of Zeppelins visiting Lonpossible and it was. thought all of
der.
don has assumed second place along
those
shut off by the wall of flames
"Near Zalucze and in the vicinity
side the speculation as to when the of
the Hacieczna, the enemy has been in the interior were burned to death.
German warships will dart from their driven
back. The situation generally
Whole Village Assists
havens and engage the British naval is
'
unchanged.
a mining village 86 miles
Royalton,
units. Englishmen cannot explain to
"General von Hoefel."
(Signed)
of St Louis on the St.
southeast
Gerhow
own
the
satisfaction
their
Iouis, Iron Mountain & Southern
mans are going to do this feat, neces
is Doomed
was deserted save for at woman
Przemysl
of
the
sitating as it will the running
Paris, Oct. 27. The Russian
operator soon after the retelephone
as
well
fleet
of
British
the
gauntlet
of the Przemysl fortress, port "of the explosion came from the
as speeding through a mined area. It
says a dispatch to the. Havas News mine about a mile away. The vilmaltes good food for argument, howfrom Petrograd, continued dur- lagers all had gone to
agency
help the men
ever, and the newspaper writers build
the night, aided by strong search- out. of the burning mine. Hut the teling
of
up and tear down the plausibility
lights. Deserters say many of the ephone operator helped. She sent out
the performance in the same article. fort's defenders are
succumbing to distress calls to
towns

permits no such entrenchments as
made the area of hostilities in France
famous, but the British and Belgians,
with warships; at their back, have dug
themselves in wherever practicable,
while throwing out every obstacle
possible to impede the enemy.
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Constitutionalist Officer's Assailant is
rested and Immediately Executed
MAKES CONFESSION
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The Unfortunate Affair May Cause (he Breaking up of the Convention at Arjuas Calienfes, Which is Trying to Bring About
Cessation of Warfare
Provisional President May Not
Have Known of the Plan to Eliminate His Rival
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El Paso, Tex., Oct. 27. An atrempt
has been made to assassinate General
Francisco Villa by an agent said to
htve been commissioned and paid by
Gfcxeral Pablo Gonzales, General
staunch supporter, said a message sent the Associated Press today
by Luis Aguirre Benavides. General
Vt'ia's first secretary.
.
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had cleared and that Generals Obre- gon Chao'and Castro had returned
from Mexico City, where they interviewed
Carranza,
"radiating
oj ;.
mism.
Villa Faction in Control
With the arrival of 28 Zapata,
there seemed no doubt that tb
Villa faction would be in cotiipli
dv'.j-i-'iiie-

(ot.iro).

i
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The accusation caused much excite- that Villa and Zapata muv.hi:iy r.?f- ment, coming at the critical time in from power.
the Carranza-Villconciliation confer
Carranza May be Deposed
ence, which already has reached aThere is no indication that the constage nearing a formal break between vention will accept that condition, but
tho constitutionalist commander and s :ine definite assurances probably will
his northern leader. The telegram be asked from both Villa and Zapata
from Villa's secretary said that a re- that they will uphold the provisional
port had been sent to the conference government. It is believed that Genat"Aguas Calientes, which was to have eral Antonio Villareal, chairman of the
renewed its sessions today with the convention, will be its choice for provisional president. Should Carranza
Zspata delegation attending.
Mugia was apprehended at Guada- - insist on all his demands, Indications
lnupe, north of Aguas Calientes, where arc that the convention may summariVilla, with his troops has been await- ly deposed him and order the constiing the outcome of the conference. tutionalist army to enforce the ct
The official report stated that the of the convention.
prisoner, just prior to his execution,
surrounding
and help was soon on the way from had told the Villa officials in the pres
Murderer is Arrested
Xaco, Ariz., Oct. 27. General BenDuQuoin, Murpheysboro and Benton. ence of Carothers that he had been
A rescue car was Bent from Benton.
paid a large sum of money by Gen- - jamin Hill, commanding the Carranza
Two hundred miners were rescued eral Gonzales, at Mexico City, in hi3 garrison at Naco, Sonora, Mexico.
in parts of the mine not touched by pet session was found "incriminating 'made a formal demand today on Col- the flames. Warned by the explo- evdience and a loaded pistol.
one) Hatfield, of the American border
Please advise your patrol, to return Jose Isjas, a captain,
"Mr. Consul:
sion of accumulated gas they scurried
to the surface and told of the spread- - government and my family that I die 'of the garrison, who killed a follow
ing of the flames which had entomb - 'a traitor," Mugia was quoted as hav- officer and a Mexican private Ian
was
an
d
Argen- - night. The shooting occurred on lh- ed more than
of their num- nig said. The accused
tine subject who already nad a crnn border, and Colonel Hatfield's rcplv
her in a lower level.
Rescuers who penetrated as far asJnal record in Mexico. It was Mugia to headquarters states' that' Islas flrctl
smoke and heat would permit soon .who assassinated a German consular 0h American soldiers before he snr- reported that the plight of the men .official at Mexico City some years rendered. Hill's demands for the re- was hopeless, as the lower level was ago. He escaped from the peniten- - turn of Islas was referred to General
on fire.
tiary at the time of the battle of Mex- - Bliss.
ico City during the
uprisRelatives Are Helpless
CHINA NEEDS CASH
ing against the Madero government.
Relatives and rescuers of the General Pablo Gonzales, command- Washington, Oct. 27. China Is
miners stood about the mine shafts er of the division of the east under ing the TUvj3 of the deraTinse!'! f t
helpless. Minning officials said that jthe constitutionalist government has world finances and has sent a comnrobablv all the men caiLeht br the not attended the Aguas Calientes mission to Washington to study tln
g
fire were deadi All the dead taken conference in person as did General money market with a view to
measures for toe improvefrom the upper level had been over Alvaro Obregon, Carranza's western
come by gas and none had been burn- divisional commander. He has been ment of conditions in China.
'Hit
ed.
regarded as Villa's strongest opponent commissioners are Wang Fans?
The explosion oecured in the north- - in Villa's controversies with the first Tsui Shu Tung, and as they
west corner of the mine, where from chief, remaining at the side of Car- - been given ai roving commission h?
150 to 300 men were working.
president Yuan Shi Ki it is
Menjranza.
General Villa notified the conven- in the southern part of the mine
they will extend their tuvtH;- heard the explosion and hurried totion delegates at Aguas Calientes of tions to other countries.
the gates that took them to the gur - .the matter, "suggesting to them that
face.
they act In the present case as jus- MANUEL WOULD FiCHl
This part of the mine was separat t'c' and the Mexican law demands."
ed from that section where the explo- London, Oct Z"
Carranza's Resignation Expected
of the proit
sion occurred by thick; walls of coal.
of 1
c
men
Three hundred and seventy-twWashington, Oct. 27. Officials here ices by
v..
wore employed in the mine, but as today expected to bear that the M ex- - against
HIV,
the disaster occurred about five min- - lean national convention at Affuaa Ca- i '
of rr,- - ... 1.
ul es before work was to bogtn, about Vter.te? had scented the jwusimnnn
50 had not. entered the shaft.
jof T General Cnmnz.i us first chief. '
t
t f5
(' t
ftfvf
1
ti'i-r(Contlnosxl on Fag Five)'
m
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French Statement
epidemics and that the medicines and
Paris, Oct. 27. The French official provisions virtually are exhausted. All
announcement, given out this after- the men of the
garrison are obliged to
noon,, says that spirited fighting con- wcrk
on the fortification,
continually
tinues between the mouth of Yser and which the Russians are said to be
Lens; that in this district the allies fast destroying.
hnve not drawn back, and that they
have continued to advance in the re
Greek Army Busy
gion between Ypres and Roulers and
Oct. 27. According to a
London,
elsewhere. The text of the communimessage reaching Rome from Avlona,
cation:
Albania, telegraphs the Rome corres
"The fighting continues to be par
pondent of the Exchange Telegraph
ticularly spirited between the mouth company, 600
regular Creek soldiers,
of the Yser and region of Lens. In
with one battery of artillery, have
this part of the front the allied forces arrived at Vasirt
and attacked the
have at no point drawn back, and they Mussulman
at Gheghi, forc
position
have continued to make progress in
ated,"them to retreat. The Greeks then
ing
Latest official information states that the main Russian army is being the region between Ypres and Rou started
for Kerciovo.
engaged, and that minor successes have been won by the Germans and lers.
Advices from the Interior declare
"In the: general region between
Austrlans.
Greek Eplrotes have bombarded, burn
an artillery
From Petrograd no reports came up to early afternoon. From Vienna Soissons and
ed and occupied the villages of Sclali,
claim is made that the Servians have been driven back to Vishnegrad engagement resulting in our advantBusl, Tepeleni, Rubzi and Prmedi, in
and that eastern Bostnla is cleared of the enemy.
age and resulting in the destruction Albania, not for from the Grecian
of several batteries of the enemy, ocAlthough It Is impossible to make even a rough estimate of the sacfrontier.
rifices In. men entailed by the war, all indications point to an enormous curred.
a
Berlin
east
to
sends
of Nancy
the
"In the region
total of dead and wounded.
report that the French have
Will Reoccupy Epirus
Rome relates between the forest of Bezange and the
400,000 men wounded and Incapacitated through illness.
that what are styled official reports place the German average of casual- forest of Parroy, we have assumed the London, Oct. 27. The Greek diplooffensive and have driven the enemy matic representatives at the capitals
ties at 10,000 daily.
of the great powers have given offiThe condition of General von Moltke, chief of the German general across the frontier.
cial notice of the decision of the Ifeleto
to
on
his
is
to
PJver
be
San and
the
"Russian
said
duties,
relinquish
staff, who was compelled by illness'
Epirus,
the south of Przemysl the Russian of- nk' government to
such as to cause no alarm.
fensive is becoming more accentuat frtm which the (.'reek army was withIjondon, Oct 27. On a miniature way on and then suddenly came to ed "
drawn in March in pursuance of the
"
decision reached at the anihassadcV-corferencscale the status of the opposing something which caused them to
armies in upper Belgium ran parallel ;rausc.
fixing the status of tint
Germans Hold Position
Since Saturday no German gain has
today to the conditions which precountry.
Berlin, Oct, 28 (By wireless to
vailed when the German rush toward been recorded, and it is apparent that
Greece claims this decision is Imsel
Oct. 27). An official announcein g
Paris was checked. The German for- the allies have either brought up such ment given out In Berlin says com- upon the necessity of
ward movement has been character- strong reinforcements or entrenched bined Austrian and German forces order and security In a country adia
ized by an even greater prodigality of themselves so well, or both, that the hr-lstrong positions In the long and cent to her territory now riddled with
men than was shown in the march in Germans must, sacrifice-- many men
but at tho same time ei?
continuous battle line from Siry
tho direction of Part a, Tim invaders for every inch of ground.
in
to
a
me Sambcr
Galicin, thence
The tint country in west Flanders
succeeded for days in battering their
(Conlmt!"4 on page Four)
pc'nt east, of Przemysl and along the
Berry-au-Ba-
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THEATER

BEST
ONE OF SHU
BE
WILL
PRODUCTIONS
SHOWN THIS EVENING
BERT-BRADY'-

SoutKSidoPlayi

186

PLAY A

tMi

AT BROWNE

Lns Ypia'LondmStoro

Eatdblisked
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VAS VEGAS DAILY OFTSu.

far the biggest fur Bale ever hddTn
Las Vegas. The amount of furs we bought is very large and we
in the city to wear
bought them at a price that will enable anyone
are "one of a
of
the
better
furs
Moat
a sot of furs this winter.
now prepared
are
not
If
you
kind," so make your selections early.
on
articles
a
you may
any
to buy your furs, we will accept deposit
sebct and hold same until wanted.
we are now holding is by

33

1-

off
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On Our Entire Stock
Here, are

a few

of the many sets:
$38.33
23.33

$57.50 BLACK LYNX SET
$35.03 ELECTRIC SEAL SET
$32.50 ELECTRIC SEAL AND GERMAN

FITCH

21.67

SET

20- -

$30.00 RED FOX SET
$25.50 RED FOX SET....

19-6-

15-

$22.50 RED FOX SET
$25.00 POINTED FOX SET
$22.50 KIT FOX CONEY SET

-

16.67

15.00
16-6-

GREY FOX SET
ISABELLA CONEY SET
BROWN
$21.50
$19.50 CIVIT CONEY SET
$27.50 NATURAL VICUNA SET
$28.50 TIGER CONEY SET
$25.00

14.33

13.00
18.33

1900
1000

JAP MINK SET
$13.50 MARMOT SET
$15.00

9.00

BLACK CONEY SET
$12.50 BLACK CONEY SET
$ 8.50 BLACK CONEY SET

10-0-

$15.00

8.33
5.67

-

Buy Holiday Furs Now
DON'T GO TO SEE
FilUTT AND

JEFF

IN MEXICO

the banker and the children, look for
their morning paper to see what
"Mutt and Jeff" are up to today. Gus
Hill has selected a company of 50
capable performers to support the
two comedians who are physically fitted to depict Bud Flaher's own Ideas,
and has made "Mutt and Jeff in Mexico" one of the biggest and most im-

portant musical comedy productions
of the current season. Everything is
offered that will afford rest to the
TO
WILLING
BE
YOU
ARE
UNLESS
brains of men
wetry, business-tireHIGHLY ENTERTAINED AND
women.
and
HARD
TO LAUGH
"Mutt and Jeff in Mexico" comes to
the
Duaean opera house on Novem(.'rand opera was succeeded by
(?i and see it! Certaintly, the
rausic-n- ! ber 10.
comic
and
opera by
opera
is
show
nonsensical, so are the car
Legitimate drama gave
comedy.
way to farce comedy.
Dramatic, toons, hut you've laughed at them for
travel and educational four years and you'll continue to do
motion pictures are falling prey to the so. Get seats early; then you can be
ravages of comedy pictures. The an- sure they'll be .good ones.
d

co-mi- c

melo-dramati-

swer! The1 people want to laugh,
first, last and all the time. This has
'been the nucleus of Gus Hill's success. He has always aimed to make
people laugh, therefore it is not to be
wondered at that "Mutt and Jeff"
hoids the undisputed record of finan-eia- :
and popular success of recent
theatrical history. Laughter is the
most popular sensation on earth.
"Alutt and Jeff was conceived for
philanthropic purposes; to cheer mankind and to make them forget their
Tfal or imaginary troubles, in which
quest. Ihese two eccentric "near human" characters have been eminently
successful. There are no restrictions
as (o class or creed; all nations and
all classes of society; the drayman,

FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
There are, many times when one

man questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differently under
different circumstances. The ques
tion is, what would you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It is highly recom
mended by people who have used it
for years and know its value. Mrs.
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is worth its
weight in gold and I take pleasure in
recommending It." For sale by all
dealers. Adv

CARMAN JURY FAILS

TO REACH
13

r.
f

A

VERDICT

LzVzzfs Friend
WOMAN ACCUSED OF MURDER
WILL BE OBLIGED TO STAND
TRIAL AGAIN

r

"I am not surprised to observe th9

to purchase 'Mother's Friend,' " remarked

a leading druggist.

The expectant mother if she hasn't
heard of this splendid embrocation Is
probably not reading the papers to much
extent. And if she does it is a happy
thought to send hubby to the drug store.
"Mother's Friend" la applied
over the abdominal muscles. externally
It is a gentle, soothing lubricant, penetrates to the fine network of nerves
beneath the skin and has a marked
tendency to relieve the muscular strain
to which these broad, flat abdominal
tnuscU-are subjected. The cords, tendons and liitamerits are thus permitted to
stretch without the corresponding surface
iitrain so often involved during the period
f expectation.
And particularly to young
mot hits ia this remedial
application, of
value since in thus keeping
She muscles firm but
pliant It enables
ihoin to pro through the ordeal without
L'i'vnii i:n of the eiuilermla often the case
attention Is
"jVot inw's Friend"
.f
is highly
by a host of women.
Write
!V:Miici liegnlator Co., 4W Iarrmr 1!II.,
AiKutu, On., and wo wi.l send you a valuable .little
t expectant mothers.
recom-mmie-

ity to get into trouble and straight.
way does so to the limit. He is in
love with a soubrette, but now lacks
money his mother has discharged
her servants and can give him no
more till the next quartwr day. The
girl plays on his poor foolish heart's
He steals nts mother's
jealousy.
necklace; the soubrette thinks him
still rich. and. both being full of
The
champagne, she marries him.
mother reads about It in the papers
and calls on the girl. While the pic
ture is full of excellent scenes that
show the genius of Emma Dunn, her
exit from the apartment of her son's
wife is a bit of dramatic work that is
fine. The oldest Bon has completely
made a fool Qf himself and now the
younger son needs must fall in love
with the chorus girl sister of his
brother's wife. The older son to pay
his extravagant wife's old dtbts steals
from the hank, is found out, and
forges his mother's name to keep out
of prison.
The mother says it is- her
e
signature and poor; as she is pay-thdebt. Both her boys become wander
ers and have a very hard lesson; but
it is salutary and in the end the moth
er wins her battle. It is a strong
picture of real conditions and is an
offering that many will he glad to see.
.

G. O. P. TO WIN
Fe, Oct 27. Judge

And is Restored to Health by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Euphemia, Ohio." Because of total

woman and held in strict couMenee.

FINE SOUTH AMERICAN FRUITS
In Argentina the Grape Has Been Developed Chilean Apples Rank
With the Best.

In Argentina, the grape is the fruit
which has attained the greatest commercial importance, and the Mendoza
country seems to lead all other sections. The net profit from vines in
good bearing condition is said to be
about ?170 per acre. In 1910 the production of winea was 92,674,00 gallons, valued at more than $25,000,000.
Leaving Mendoza and passing over the
barren heights of the Andes at an altitude of more than 10,000 feet the traveler arrives In Chile. One seems to
have reached another California. There
are many similarities, and all of the
fruits grown in California are produced in Chile, probably in equal per
fection, but with far less care, and the
devejoped as In North
industry
& grai
America.!
ludMstry is a
large onef.Tuii a gotJC q.ality is pro
duced,,inost of which te consumed at
home. The apple grown in Chile is
said to rank with the finest in the
world.

)")ot

Fear of the Automobile.
Child training, especially when it
runs counter to the Impulse of free
dom, is a difficult work. But one of
the first things the child learns Is
fear of death. One mother makes a
careful practice of reading to her two

tion.

Down in Kind

Unable to Wort,

Medietas
'Dept..Chu'tarooM
Chaltanooea,

Co., Ladlo
Term,, for St.ciM
Imtrmtim, on your case and 64-pbook. ''Homt
TioaimanUBr Womon," in plain wrapper. HO iSI

The killing of children under the
wheels of automobiles has otarted
with the coming of summer, and more
are likely to follow. Keep the child
informed or the manner of each accident.
Milk-Fe-

d

iai4.

saved hubsy much labor 10 CENT "CASCAKETS"

HALLOWEEN

DANCE TO BE FINE

accident.
FALL IS WORKING
Both mother and school teacher
Santa Fe, Oct. 27. "United States may Impress on the child mind the
Senator Albert B. Fall started on a dangers of the streets and cite daily
campaign tour today for the republi examples of the result of child carecan state committee. He will make lessness. It is one of the best means
by which the youngsters may be conan address tonight at Roswell.
vinced of the need for exercising cau-

..if'"'
IMsory

Cpm

DOCTOR'S aDVIC

John R.
Santa
McFie returned this evening from a
legal and political trip In San Juan small children every newspaper accounty. He reports that the situa count of the death of a child under an
tion for the republican ticket In San automobile.
She leaves out any horJuan county Is much better than had rible details of the accident which
been anticipated and that it Is quite might injure the child's sensibilities,
likely that the county will send J hut she impresses the event on the
child's mind by giving the name of the
M. Palmer, republican, to the legisla
unfortunate victim, its age and as
ture.
nearly as possible the location of the

HELPLESS AS DABY

27,

ELKS'

it

New York, Oct. 27. Mrs. Florence
Conklin Carman, who was on trial In
Mineoia all last week for the murder
Summit Point, W. Va. Mrs. Anna
of Mrs. Louise Bailey, was released Dene tmey, or wis piace, says: "l sufon ?25,000 bail by Justice Charles H. fered for 15 years with an awful pain in
my rijjm biue, caused irom womanly
Kelby in the Kings county supreme trouble,
and doctored lots for it, but without
success. 1 suffered so very much,
court in Brooklyn this afternoon. Ac
I became down in mind, and as heln- that
companied by her attorneys she start Uess as a
baby. 1 was in the worst kind
ed immediately for her home in Free-por- t. ot
shape. Was unable to do any work.
I began taking Cardui, the woman's
tonic, and cot relief from the verv firei
dose. By the time I had taken 12 botTwo for Conviction
tles, my health was completely restored.
Mineoia,; N. Y., Oct. 27. Counsel I am now 48 years years
old, but feel as
for Mrs. Florence C. Cairnian planned good as I did when only 16.
Cardui certainlv saved me from losina
to appear in the supreme court tomy mind, and 1 feel it my duty to speak
day and ask that she be released on in
its favor. I wish I had some
bail pending her second trial on the over poor, sufferins women, and oower
could
charge
Mrs. Louise I. maice mem Know me good it would do
Bailey, or for a decision declaring the them."
If you suffer from anv of the ailments
indictment against her quashed. The
to
it will certainly be
peculiar
jury which tried Mrs. Carman could worth your women,
while to
Cardui a trial,
not agree yesterday, after deliberat- it has been helping give
weak women for.
more
than
50
will he!p you,
and
years,
ing more than 13 hours. It wa said
the jury stood ten for acquit fal and too.
Try Cardui. Vour druggist sells it.
two for conviction.
Subscribe far Tn

VAKES

an

and What Helped Her.

Dumber of men who come Into the store

OuIobtR

theatri'Mother," a Shubert-Bradcal production of most recent date, ignorance of how to care for myself
which the World Film corporation has When verging into womanhood, and from
cold when going to school, I sufadapted for presentation in "movies," taking
fered from a displacement, and each
will be shown tonight only at the
month I had severe pains and nausea
Browne theater. The play is in five which
always meant ajay-of- f from work
acts and 1st one that will touch the for two to four days from the time I
heartstrings of those who witness it. wa9 16 years old.
"I went to Kansas to live with my sisFollowing is a review of the productold me of
tion from the Moving Picture World: ter and while there a doctor
I did not use
remedies
but
Pinkham
the
Emma Dunn pia'ys her well kfiown
them then as my faith in patent medipart, the mother, in Ais picture of cines was limited-- After my sister died
Jules Eckert Goodman's play "Moth- I came home to Ohio to live and that
er," which is offered by the World has been my home for the last 18 years.
"The Change of Life came when I was
Film corporation. H is a picture of
a mother and her family. They had 47 years old and about this time I saw
condition plainly described
been rich but the the rather had died my physical
in one of your advertisements. Then I
and now, with all their acquired exbegan using Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegpensive habits, they are poor. The etable Compound and I cannot tell you
mother, a role which Emma Dunn or any one the relief it gave me in the
It put me right
playsi with sincerity and truth, has a first three months.
off every month
I
need
where
not
lay
on
battle
her
long and heart breaking
end during the last 18 years I have not
hatods to keep the family ship from
paid out two dollars to a doctor, and have
wreck. Both her older hoys fall In been blest with excellent health for a
love with adventuresses and come to
of my age and I can thank Lydia
She E. Pinkham 's Vegetable Compound for
grief through, thja weakness,.
"Since the Change of Life is over I
has two daughters who are a good
have been a maternity nurse and being
to
twin
are
there
and
her
boys
help
I cannot over
wholly
of about 12 in the family who made estimate the value of good health. I
a great hit in the play and furnish have now earned a comfortable little
home just by sewing and nursing. I
pleasant, humorous relief in the pic- have recommended
the Compound to
ture.
many with good results, as it is excelIt is the oldest son who is the lent to take before and after childAdelia Stewgreatest cause of trouble to her. At birth." Miss Evelyn
Ohio.
the time of her husband's death he art, Euphemia,
If you want special advice write to
has just graduated from college and
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confis of the age when he might do good idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
work if he would; but has more abil be opened, read and answered by a
y

The Fur Sale

nunsE

.v.-jA-

Danes Are Lazy.

The king of Denmark rules over a
corpulent nation. Prof. Lyde, who
holds the chair of economic geogdeclares
raphy at University college,
that "from one end : of Denmark to
the other you would not find a really
thin man.
"The rapid development or dairy
farming in Denmark tends to make
men lazy. The private houses adjoin
the byres, which are kept at a warm
and equable temperature and the people are employed in warm bulldlngB,
living chiefly on milk and cereals; the
men get so lazy that they will not
take the trouble to cut up their food.
This etate of things has produced a
nation of housewives who excel all
other In varieties of sandwiches,
which can be munched all day long."
Not a Regular.
The tall blonde has Mrs. Malaprop
backed off the map when it comes ti
reckless handling of the queen's English.
"My cousin, Isnatz, has joined the
navy," she confided to her friend.

"Is he a regular sailor?" asked the
ehort brunette.
"Not yet," replied th tall blonde;
"ha U just a submarine I guess,"

Chivalrous Man Probably Made a Few
Remarks That May Be Expunged
From the Records.

A woman with 15 bundles boarded
THERE WLL BE PLENTY OF FUN the street car the other afternoon
when I was on my way to my suburFOR ALL AT THE "TACKY"
ban residence. She was a very pretty
AFFAIR
I felt sorry for her.
young woman.
She was returning from a shopping
The Halloween dance of the Elks tour.
Being a man with a kind heart,
planned for Thursday evening at the I helped her upon the car and piled
lodge home on Douglas avenue is to her bundles about her. A man got on
be one of the most novel affairs of at the same time and took a seat on
the sort ever held in Las Vegas. It the other side of the young lady.
is to be known as a tacky dance, a When the car came to my streetbe-I
was surprised to see her rise and
sort; of shabby genteel affair, where
gin to pick up her bundles. Instantly
in
folka come dressed, not
their
my sense of chivalry prompted me to
but in their oldest-wors- t
help her off the car, and, as I was
clothes.
going in the same direction, I asked
There will be dances of all descrip- permission to carry her lo bundles.
tions, square dances, lancers, Virginia The man got oft also and started on
camreels, and the old fashioned steps ahead. I was loaded down like a
those packthat still hold aplace in the favor oi el crossing the desert. Infrom
an elecages she had everything
many. The ball room is to be tastetric flatiron to a .
bag of
fully decorated, and a dainty supper prunes. We trudged along about a
will be served.
half mile. The mr.n turned in at a
gate. When we reached the gate the
ALL GOOD TEACHERS
young lady thanked me and said:
"This is as far as I go. I live here.
Santa Fe, Oct. 27. Not a single
third grader is employed In. Curry Thank you very much."
"But the man ahead of us, the man
county schools, according to report who came out on the car with us,
from Superintendent L. C. Mersfeld1 turned in here, too.
er, received by the department of edu"Yes," she said. "He la my huscation today. Of the 73 teachers on band, but he hates to carry packages
the job in the county at present, 46 through the street." Exchange.
are first class or higher and 27 sec
ond grade.
WOLVES ARE HARD TO TRAP
Lincoln county reports almost as
healthy a! condition, for Mrs. Wallace Snares, to Be at All Effective, Must Be
L.
Handled Only With
Gumm,
county superintendent,
Gloves.
writes that out of 49 teachers, 31 have
14
or
first grade
better and
second
Wolves are the most difficult of all
grade certificates.
animals to traps, and it is usually by
The department of education is also
working upon their uncontrollable curigradually raising the requirements osity that they are most easily defor third grade certificates
While ceived. The "campfire set" is one of
this year an applicant had a chance the best. When a man makes camp in
at eight examinations to make marks the forest the wolves, if there are any
the highest attained at each being near, are sure to note his whereabouts.
When he has gone they trot up to intaken, he will next year be given a
and with due
chance at only one examination and vestigate the ground,
caution
any scraps he may
the grading will be moved a notch have leftpick upabout. The "campfire
lying
higher as it has been moving upward set" is made as follows: First, hollow
the past few years. But at the best, out an oblong hole in the ground, just
it will be only a few counties that will large enough to take the trap, and per
give third grade teachers any employ- haps five inches deep. Cover the trap
ment at all and even these not if with a sheet of brown paper, and over
with damp earth.
first or second grade teachers are ob this fill the holeon
the top of it, and
Then light a fire
tainable.
into the Are, as it grows low, throw a
few scraps of raw meat.
Should a wolf come along to inves
THE CATRON CASE
tigate the place, he is sure to scent
Santa Fe, Oct. 27. The celebrated the cooked meat, and will start
Catron vs. MounDay case came up scratching in the ashes for it, thus, of
today in the federal court on various course springing the trap.
One of the greatest difficulties in
motions.
is to hide the aforesaid
In the case of the Missouri Valley
telltale scents, so keen Is their sense
Bridge and Iron
company vs. the of smell. The traps must nover be
board of county commissioners of handled with the naked fingers. Old
Bernalillo county, the motion was gloves, soaked In oil or fat, are used,
sustained to quash service with leave and it is best to smoke the trap over a
to takVout alias process which the "smudge" fire before setting it, and
then inclose it in a paper hag. H.
plaintiff has done.
Wide World.
The cases of John Borrodaile vs Mortimer Batten, in
John M. Lang and Edward Hausser
The Moon and Timber;
va. Western Union
Telegraph com
It may be asked in all seriousness
pany, were taken as submitted.
how much longer the superstition will
The case of the A., T. & S. F. va live which ascribes to the moon an
John
Stanley amd Mrs. S. O. John- Influence over timber? This unscison to collect additional freight be entific and unprovable claim has long
cause of an .undercharge made by held a place In the backwoods, where
to accept the teachmistake, was continued to November people were prone
ings of tradition without much con20 at Albuquerque.
cern about cause and effect; but it
In the case of Ralph Peck vs Fort is rather late in the
day now for eduSumner Land and Irrigation company cated people to attribute to the dead,
an examiner was appointed to take inert moon an influence on vegetation.
If there is anything certain It Is
depositions at Chicago.
that the moon has no observable effect
on the flow of a tree's sap or on the
DECLARES COFFEE HELPS characters and qualities of the wood.
It can be argued scientifically that
it cannot have, and it has been demIN SIAHINULC0II01ICS onstrated in practice that it does not
have such effect. Apparently there Is
some mistake In the statement that
W. C. T. U. Doctor Says Drunkenness the felling Is done by moonlight, or
with regard to any phase of the moon.
Is Often Caused by Children
Accounts of modern mahogany-logginDrinking Tea and Coffee
operations in America and Africa do
not mention that custom. In some of
In Its fight for prohibition the Na- the
tropical regions hauling logs from
tional W. C. T, U. is now considering the woode ia done at night because the
some of the feeders of the alcohol ap- heat by day cannot be endured by the
petite. Two of the most common of men and teams. Hardwood Record.
these feeders, almost universally disHistoric Clontarf.
regarded In this connection, are tea
Clontarf is one of the most historic
and coffee, avers Dr. Charlotte Abbey, superintendent of the New York spots in Ireland. It was there that,
Woman's Directory of the W. C. T. TJ. on Good Friday, April 23, 1014, Brian
Boru and the men of Munster,
"Drunkenness," says1 Dr. Abbev. "is
and Meath
the Danes.
the result of the1 children drinking tea Brian was killed in fought
his tent; Sigurd,
and coffee, by which the nerves are Earl of Orkney and Caithness, percontinually stimulated until a craving ished also, and 11,000 Irishmen and
ror something stronger ia formed. 18,000 Danes are eaid to have fallen.
Children should be taught the danger Victory remained with the Irish, but
of this in the schools, as parents are the Danes reoccupied Dublin.
In modern times O'Conneii'g montoo apt to disregard the importance of
ster meetings for Repeal were to have
it. Tea and coffee are just as harm- culminated
at Clontarf. But the meetful to children as alcohol is to
grown ing was prohibited by the government,
and O'Connell was put upon his trial
ups."
"The thing for parents to do," says for conspiracy and convicted, though
Dr. E. A. Peterson, Medical Director the verdict was eventually reversed
of the Cleveland public schools, "is by the house of lords.
to keep coffee- - and tea out of the
An Egg In the Wilderness.
reach of our little citizens. The most
An amusing little incident concern-to- g
unkind thing a mother can do is to
an
is told by Captain Stigand
placa a cup of coffee before her in his egg
"Hunting the Elephant in Afchild."
rica," "It was a solitary ostrich's egg
that I found in the open. 1 guDposed
NOTE. The rapidly increasinn sale it had been dropped by the ostrich be
of the Dure
imotamt fore she had decided where to make
POSTUM, now extensively used In her est. I ate that egg iu omelets for
myself lucky to
place of
seems to Indicate a threeandays, thinking
get
egg so far from civilization,
very general awakening on the part but
marveling mseh at its peculiar flaof the American people to the
vor. From later eitprience of ostrich
dangers
of coffee drinking. Adv.
efegs, I now know that egg was bad!'
,
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STRAIGHTEN YOU UP
CLEAN YOUR BOWEL&
TONIGHT!
AND END HEADACHES, COLDS,
SOUR STOMACH
box now.
Get a
Turn the rascals out the headache,
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and bad colds turn them out
s.
tonight and keep their out with
Caa-caret-

i

,

Millions of men and womeu take a
Cascaret now and then and- - never
know the misery caused by a lazy liver, clogged bowels, or an upset stom
l
ach
Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach:
remove the sour, fermenting food; take
the excess bile from your liver and
carry out all the constipated waste
natter and poison in the bowels.
Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret tonight straightens you
out by morning. They work while you
box from any drug
sleep. A
store means a clear head, sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver and bowel action for months. Children love
Cascarets because they never gripe or

sicken.

Adv.

LAS VEGAS PICTURE

d

g
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WILL BE DISPLAYED
NORMAL SCENARIO
WILL
BE
SHOWN DURING THE TEACHERS' CONVENTION

Santa Fe, Oct. 27. The motion picy
ture film; taken at the Normal
at Las Vegas by the exposition commission, will be exhibited at
Albuquerque
during the educational
convention, Thanksgiving week. The
film Is in the form of a complete scenario depicting the life of one of the
fair pupils at the school; in fact,-I- t
begins from the time that she receives
the catalogue and makes up her mind
to go to New Mexico until she graduates. A love story runs through the
scenario and there is swift action
frcm beginning to end. The views ot
the Galllnas canyon, an automobile
smash-uand other incidents furnish
part of the plot, which includes a
thrilling rescue. Waldo Twltchell has
just finished lettering the legends for
ccch scene and act, and has done the
work superbly. It is a most striking
an I convincing film, as good as anything that Is put put by the commer-c'a- l
companies.
L'nl-trslt-

NEW

SCHOOL

DIRECTORY

Santa Fe., Oct. 27. ChitS Clerk
Rupert F. Aspiund of the department
of education is compiling a1 special
directory of city, town and village
schools, including in the list every
school and every teacher in places
that have more than three teachers,
this to be the line In the future that
will differentiate the city and town
schools from the rural schools.
BRIDEGROOM KILLED
London Oct.. 27. News is received
from Oswestry that Captain T. H.
Bulkley, equary to the Duke of
has been killed in action. A
Con-naug-

year ago last spring Captain Bulkley
married Miss Everly Pell, lady in
wailing to the Duchess of Connaught

g

Con-naug-

food-drin-

cof-fee-

TAKES

OFF DANDRUFF

HAIR STOPS
Girls!

FALLING

Try This! Makes Your Hair
i
Thick, Glossy, Fluffy, Beau- tiful
,

Within ten minutes after an'appll-catio- n
of Danderine you cannot find
a single trace of dandruff or fallling
hair and your scalp will not itch, but
what will please you most will be
after a few weeks' use, when you see
new hair, fine and downy at firs- tyes but really new hairgrowing all
over the scalp.
A little Danderine
immediately
doubles the beauty of your hair. No
difference, how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderine and carefully draw tt
through your htfir, taking one smallstrand at a time. The effect is amazingyour hair will be light, fluffy
and wavy, and have an appearance
of abundance; an incomparable lus.
tre, softness and luxuriance.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'n
Danderine from any drug store or
toilet counter, and prove that your
hair is as pretty and soft as any
that it has been neglected that's all
you surely can have beautiful hair
and lotg of it if you will
just try a
little Danderine. Adv.

JY
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In 1901, Mr. Reed said, the Steel
Weak Limp Often
corporation possessed 43 per cent of
the known ore reserves of the Lake
Lesd to Serious Illness
Superior district, eufftyclent to last
If you have Weak lungs, you are Rener-all- y
trouble
t!to corporation 68 years at the 1901 j mid subject to colds orto throat
serious Luug
easily susceptible
rate of consumption. In January, Trouble. In many cases pneumonia or
bronchial troubles leave the lungs in a
1H2, the steel corporation had 45.6 much wenkeued condition. Eckman's Alterative is a medicine for the throat aud
per cent of the ore deposited in the luiis which has been found to be very
even when a chnnge of climate
Lake Superior region, enough, ho said, beneficial,
and other treatments failed to bring reof this case:
Read
lief.
for the needs of the corporation, for
2;U S. Atlantic Ave., Haddonfleld, N. J.
3S
disfurther
In
"Gentlemen; In the fall of 1005 I conyears'. consumption.
tracted a very severe cold which settled
coveries of ore are not made in that on
At last I began to raise
my lungs.
ana my physician then told me I
district, Mr. Reed continued, the Steel sputum,
ninst Ko to California immediately.
At
time I was advised to take Kckman's
corporation's reserves would be re- this
I
at home and comAlterative.

SOLD STUFF ABROAD

LESS THAN AT HOME

OCTOBER

Eczem

I

STEEL TRUST EXPLAINS
ING

IT DISPOSED

BY STAT-

ONLY OF

"SURPLUS'
Philadelphia, Oct. 27. Counsel for
the government announced to the
United States district court today that
is action against the Freat Northern
railway ore interests, so far as tliey
are Involved In the dissolution suit
against the United States Steel coronation, amounts to only a question
of costs in the present suit.
Henry E. Colton, special assistant
to the attorney general in arguing on
the ore resources of the Steel corporation, today told the court that the
lease of ore lands by 18 companies
owned hy the Great Northern interests to the Steel corporation had been
superseded by another agreement
which virtually cancelled the old
lease.
The court wanted to know how It
could cancel a lease that was longer
In operation. Mr. Colton replied that
the question was now merely one of
lint proportion of the costs of the suit
to be assessed against the Great
Northern.
While on the subject of uniform
prices as an indication of
conditons in the steel Industry,
Mr. Colton said the Steel corporation
sold products in foreign markets at
prices greatly lower than in the United States. The defense, he said, contended that It was only the surplus
product that was disposed of in
countries, Mr. Colton said that
1e fact Steel corporation sold surplus at a reduction In the foreign market was an Indication that the corporation Intended to keep up excessive
pi;ces at home. If the corporation
had been honest with the public, Mr.
Colton said, It woujd have disposed
cf its surplus production in the United
States at the lower prices.
David A. Reed of Pittsburgh, of
oounsel for the Steel corporation, defended Andrew Carnegie's action In
dlfaposlng of his Interests to the Steel
corporation when It was organized.
Mr. Reed said Mr. Carnegie had no
thought that the Steel corporation Intended to monopolizo the steel 'business. Mr. Carnegie's one thought, he
said, was to retire from a long and
for-rip-

We have had so many inquiries lately
regarding Eczema and other skin diseases, that we are g)ad to make our
answer public. After careful investiRa-tio- n
we have found that a simple wash
of Oil of Wlntergreen, as compounded
In D. D. D. Prescription, can be relied
We would not make this stateupon.
ment to our patrons, friends and neighbors unless we were sure of it and
Ecalthough there are many
zema remedies sold, we ourselves unstayed
hesitatingly recommend D. D. D. Pre- duced accordingly.
menced taking It the last week in Octoscription.
ber. I begun to improve, and the first
D.op into our store today. Just to talk
wek in January ItHJti, I resumed my regover the merits of this wondei'fuL
ular occupation, having gained 25 pounds,
BUILDING SANDS ROAD
fully restored to health. It Is now seven
K. D. GOODALL.
years since my recovery hag been efTpcted,
Santa Fe, Oct. 27. State Engineer and I cannot praise Kckman'g Alterative
too highly."
James A.' French announces the reW. M. TAT EM.
(Signed)
active career and devote his time to
(Above abbreviated: more on request.)
of $1,000 from W. M. Atkinson
ceipt
has
been proven by
Eckimui's
Alterative
philanthropy. Counsel pictured the of the board of commissioners of Cha many years' test to be most
efficacious
severe Throat and I.ung Affections,
meeting between Andrew Carnegie ves county, which will start the wheels for
Bronchitis, Bronchial Asthma. Btubliora
Colds and In upbuilding the system.
and the late J. P. Morgan, when the
on the plains road from Lake Conti'lns no narcotics,
poisons or
deal was closed for the sale of the agoing
Ask for booklet telling
drugs.
Arthur eastward. Mr. French is mak- of recoveries,
to Eckman
write
and
Carnegie properties. James II. Reed ing arrangements to establish a road laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for evialt
For
dence.
gale
by
leading
druggist!
and
of Pittsburgh was at the meeting
camp in the so called "Sands," immend B. O. Murphey and Red Crosi
counsel quoted him in describing the
diately.
Drug company.
parting between Mr. Carnegie and Mr.
Price $1 and $2 a bottle.
Morgan.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
"When Mr. Carnegie was leaving
Mr. Moran.'' James Reed is quoted as by local applications, as they cannot here
today on steamship Minnehaha.
saying,, "he turned to the banker and reach the diseased portion of the ear.
"The digging of these trenches.
scid: 'Pierpont, I am the happiest man There is only one way to cure deaf- - L.hk.h Rre , ated g0 as t0 be of uge
in the world.
I have unloaded the ness, and that Is by constitutional in
resisting the advance of a German
burden upon your back. I am off to remedies. Deafness is caused by an fanny, indicates
that, the British
inflamed condition of the mucus lin- authorities do not consider
Europe to play.' "
that a
The government in its charge ing of the Eustachian Tube. When German
invasion is beyond the
against the Steel corporation referred this tube is inflamed you have a rum- ran 2e of possibility.
Mr. Cowlin
to Mr. Carnegie as a conspirator.
bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and said. The work is being done by
Counsel said that, in the light of what when it is entirely closed. Deafness is
of city and county officials, who
Mr. Carnegie has done with his for- the result, and unless the inflamma- are understood to have Issued their
tune for the good of mankind, to re- tion can be taken out and this tube orders by direction of Lord Kitchener.
fer to him "in the terms applied to restored to Its normal condition, hearobservations were
"My personal
wretched criminals in the dock is un- ing will be destroyed forever; nine made
in
the
only
vicinity of Harlow,
cases out' of ten are caused by Caworthy of the government."
but I heard that the farmers of other
but an
David A. Reed is a son of James H. tarrh, which is nothing
swtions of Essex were similarly
condition of the mucous surReed, who is a director in the Steel
corporation. Mr. Reed's argument was faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
largely statistical. He combatted the
government's charge that the Steel for any case of Deafness (caused by
ASSOCIATED PRESS IS
corporation restrained competition. catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Send for circuAir. Reed took up the charge of the Hall's Catarrh Cure.
o.

hnblt-formlu-g

27, 1914.

TH.v:..:

to the disadvantage of the former.
says further:
"Perhaps Premier Asqurth and His
colleagues never heard of the great
American institution known as the
Associated Press. It is the most wonderful news organization In the world
and nothing In Europe can compare
with It. Its statements are generally
accurate and are Implicitly trusted
throughout North America."
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lar free.

PHAISEO IN ENGLAND

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const
patlon.

THE

TIMES CALLS
TO ITS REPUTATION FOR TRUTH

Would You Believe It?
People often accent statements with
a sort of mental reservation as much
as to say, "I am not convinced," which
leads us to remark that there is nothing that will bo thoroughly satisfy
you of the excellence of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as a personal
trial. Mrs. John Fishton, Peru, Ind.,
who used this remedy in her family
for the past ten years, says of it, "I
always give Chamberlain's Cough Rem- ecy to my children when sick with
coughs or colds. I like it better than
any other because they take It willingly and it is free from narcotics. It
has sever failed to give Immediate
relief." For sale by all dealers. Adv.

LONDON

LOOK FOR INVASION
New York, Oct. 27 Farmers in the
the vicinity of Harlow In Essex

London, Oct. 27. The Times, in an
editorial today dealing with censorcounty, England, are preparing for a ship questions, comparing the treatpossible German invasion by digging ment accorded the Associated Press
trenches, according to James! Cow- - correspondents with other writers by
lin, of Newark, N. J., who arrived the English and German governments

WANTS LOCAL OPTION
o
Santa Fe, Oct. 27. LumDerton,
and surroundings in Rio Arriba
county have formed a district that
has petitioned the noard of county
commissioners to call a local option
election. As Lumberton and Monero
are railroad and coal mining towns
quite a fight will be waged to keep
them In the wet column.
Mo-ner-
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Now, the Electrical Era has a meaning for her
meaning of ease, contentment and a happy home.
E

You can afford to use
Electrical Appliances
WE HAVE RECENTLY REDUCED OUR RATES

The Las Vegas Light and Power Co,
and friends of the congregation and
Sunday school, and especially to the
newly received membersi Formerly
CITROLAX
the Ladies' Aid society vras the sola
Best thing (or constipation, sour hostess at the church's social affair
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow but tomorrow night the men will
els. Stops a sick headache almost at blossom out as
entertainers and promonce. Gives a most thorough and sat- - ise a
good feed as well as a program
lsfactory flushing no pain, no nau- of a decidedly Halloween cast.
sea. Keeps your system cleansed,
sweet and wholesome.
Ask for Cit-rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Stop Those
Early Bronchial Coughs
Drug Store. Adv.
Vhea your food does not digest
well and you feel 'iblue," tired and
CHURCH RECEPTION
discouraged, you should use a little
Santa Fe, Oct. 27. Rather unique HERBINE at bedtime. It
opens the
will be the social and reception to bowels,
purifies the system and rebe given this evening at 7:45 o'clock stores a fine feeling of health and enat the First Presbyterian church by ergy. Price 50c. Sold
by Centra
the Stephens Bible class to members Drug Co. Adv.
CITROLAX

CITROLAX
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At the Annual Business Show, New York City, October 26, 1914, Underwood
carries off all honors and wins in all three classes

Eniil A. Trefzger writing at 129 net words per minute becomes
Champion Typist
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$ 4
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Bring your wife to see us. We will explain the
Electric Heating
convenience and comfort of C-and Cooking Devices, their economy, and also just
what we can do for you in the way of electric service.

Wof d
ypewn
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of household drudgery from which hundreds of thousands of her sisters had failed to find relief.

'

i

.

She Sees the Turn in the Long Lane

'

9
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NOT DOUBLE TAXATION

Santa Fe, Oct. a?. That the occupation tax is not double taxation even
if levied on those paying a property
tax, ia the opinion handed1 down by
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
today, who incidentally Intimates that
A. H. Richter, a druggist of Tularosa,
Otero county, who called forth the
opinion, is stretching it when he says
that taxation in New Mexico is "nothing but corruption, fraud and oppression,." The opinion is straight from
the shoulder and of much interest,
as is also the opinion given M. T.
Otero, assessor of Valencia county,
that the grazing lands or the Santa
Fe Pacific Railroad company are af
fected by the 10 per cent raise ordered by the state board of equalization
on all grazing lands in Valencia county assessed at $2 per acre and under,
even though the railroad company as
serfs they should be classified us
railroad grant lands and not grazing
lands.

or-C-

government that the Steel corporation
bad a monopoly in the country. Pour
per cent of the earth's crust is composed of iron, he reminded the court,
and smilingly asked how any one
could monopolize the ore supply when
it. is found everywhere. . He also reminded the court that the present tariff law had taken the duty oft Iron
ore, which gives American manufacturers foreign ore practically on an
equality with the domestic raw mate
rial.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
put away in silos it would amount to
tons of food for cattle
1,000,000,000
and hogs, or enough to furnish rough
trod for the entire jear for 100,000,-00- 0
ESTABLISHED 1871
cattle.
Ensilage is a product for which
there is no demand apart from the
PubiiRKta by
faim where It is stored, while hay is
CO.
PUBLISHING
OPTIC
THE
ecblly baled and shipped and is the
(Incorporated)
only available plant food for horses
in the city. While only a minutely
43. M. PAOGETT.....-.Ellto- r.
small portion of the available corn Is
made into ensilage, the increase in
the number of silos through the coun-- '
try each year is becoming more and
mere noticeahle.
The great value of ensilage as a
Entered at the postoffice at East
cattle food is no longer denied by the
&
Vegas, New Mexico for tran fatmers of most localities, and nearly
jtiMlox, through the United Btatea
all farms on which many cattle are
ftU as second class matter.
kept during the winter are provided
with one and sometimes a numuer
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
of silos. It wlH be noticed also that
wherever there is a silo on a farm
Dally, by Carrier
06 the owner is satisfied and prosperous.
fer Copy
.IB
tee Week
For some years it was believed that
M ensilage was only good as feed for
One Month
7.80
Year
dairy cows, but packers of meat now
will pay higher prices for ensilage
Dally, by Mall
16.00 fed cattle than for grazers, and it is
?ae Tear (In advance)
3.00 asserted that the
Six Months (in advance)
raising of ensilage- 00
7
One Year (In arrears?
fed cattle nromises to have a material
3.50
mix Months (in arrears)
effect on increasing the production
snd consequently lowering the cost
of meat to the city consumers.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
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GROWER
11.00

Tear
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Hi Months
(Cah
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Advancs

,
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft or money
fnXar. If sent otherwise we will aot
s responsible lor loss.
Bpecimen copies free on application.
ALL

PAPERS DISCONTINUED

AT

EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

DOLLAR CHRISTMAS 1 UNO
FOK II OM ELKSS 15 KLlil ANS"

Henry Clews, the prominent New
York banker, through the columns of
the press, is asking American people
to contribute to the "Dollar Christmas
The
Fund for Homeless Belgians.
Optic publishes herewith Mr. Clews'
appeal and would be glad to assist
an responsible organization or person who might take over the task of
bai.dling a contribution from Las VeetlS:
To the Editor of The Optic,
Sir: In view of the countless ap
peals both national and local which
have been made to American sympathy in behalf of the victims of the
war one can only plead the immeasur
able extent and pathos of the Belgian
tragedy to warrant the addition of
still another to the list. And the poig
nant sorrow of the situation is not
lessened by the thought that the sum
total of all the funds collected here
and in Europe can only in a very
small part so vast and increasing is
the need assuage the sufferings of
Belgium's unhappy people while no

TUESDAY,

more especially to those who have not
ya. contributed to any existing fund.
It is in complete sympathy with every
other appeal In behalf of Belgian re
fugees and differs only in the
sense that the total sura received will
be forwarded as a special Christmas
contribution from the people of this
country to the destitute people of Bl- giuem, an expression of sympathy
with sorrow from one people to another and a tangible proof that Christmas good will even in these days of
strife and .bloodshed has not disappeared from the earth.
It Is estimated that close upon two
million people with broken hearts have
fled from their country leaving shat
tered homes and hopes behind. The
flight of the innocent, the unfortunate, the women and children, the aged
and helpless, from their Fatherland
presents one of the most agonizing
and appalling pictures of human misery in the annals of history ancient
or modern. Tens of thousands have
already found a home in England,
other thousands are in Holland and
still other unnumbered thousands are
wandering in France. The record of
misery compiled from imperfect stafrom
is
still
far
Information
tiblical
complete but it may be Baid with ab
solute truth that despite all governmental assistance and private charity
in Europe there are still many thousands of families in actual want. And
the number tends rather to increase
than diminish. It Is for these distressed ones we make special appeal
to one and all, to send a dollar-morif you 'carin as a special Christmas
gi:t from America. Such a gift will
surely be remembered by the benefi
ciaries long after the war has ceased
and no man's Thanksgiving or Christ
mas day will be the less happy be
en se in some cases the gift may i'
some measure of personal sacri
en-ta-

fice.

In England a similar fund called
"The
Shilling Christmas Fund" has
Advertisers are guaranteed the
is the
Lord Durham
started.
been
jargest dally and weekly circulation
the
cabled
that
has
and
he
president
f any newspaper in northern New
'conditions of want are XinspeakaMe."'
ttexlco.
Atl the money collected here, as in
England, will 'be presented at Christmas and will be applied for purposes
TELEPHONES
2
of relief in the way of food and shel...Main
Office
luslneis
Main X
ter after consultation with the officials
Nswa Deoartment
of the Belgian government. We hope
with your aid to remember every disTUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1914.
tressed Belgian man and woman, not
forgetting the fatherless babes "The
Orphans of War." I repeat, therefore,
OKJIOCRATS AUK SCARED
with great earnestness, send along
of
the
can
on
the
whatever
of
Lack
part
unity
money contribution
hill and send more if
In portions of the state atone for the loss of Louvaln and a your dollar
contributions should be
All
can!
here their iparty is conceded to be score of fair Belgian cities lately ra- you
treasurer and each
to
the
addressed
s
trong is causing their campaign man diant with the splendor and glory of will be
acknowledged.
promptly
ru
is
centuries.
itgors considerable worry. It
Yours truly,
mored even that serious disaffection
The Dollar Christmas Fund in be- HENRY CLEWS.
exists in Koswei' and other Pecos balf of which I appeal as treasurer is
Dollar
Christmas Fund for
valley plaoes where the democracy is a cause which should find a warm re- Treasurer,
Broad street.
Homeless
Belgians,
in the habit of getting majorities.
sponse in the hearts of all Americans
New York.
and
isolation
In some localities the democratic double blessed in their
P. S. Any friends willing to collect
press is deploring the fact that even detachment from the vortex of hor-- i subscriptions are invfted to apply for
h progressives are drawing larger rcrs and bloodshed and agony of the
authorized "Dollar Christmas Fund"
crowds to their campaign, meetings battlefields in Europe. It is an effort
card to the honorary secrecollecting
than are the democrats. That the organized with the approval and suptary, Percy Bullen, 60 Broadway, New
democrats realize their chance of re- pert of some of our most respected
Ycrk
City.
Fergusson nd representative citizens to capital
jecting Congressman
ize
a
our
Christmas bounty
portion of
daily is growing less likely and that
they will have to secure every vote and good will in behalf of the most
HELL 18 AS HOT AS
normally
belonging to their party afflicted and destitute of Belgium's
stricken
committee
the
iind make deep inroads upon the other
population,
two parties if they make any sort of including Professor Henry Fairfield
BIBLE PAINTS IT
a, showing, is demonstrated by the Osborn, Melville E. Stone, Colonel
frantic appeals of the democratic pa- George T. Harvey, George T. Wilson
EE
CRIMM
pers for the "boys to get out and and Dr. 'William T. Hornaday. No AND EVANGELIST
matter
how
numerous
insistent
THE
BOOK
and
LIEVES
SPEAKS
vote."
ij,
IN LITERAL LANGUAGE
It is declared by the democrats In the appeals for aid, Americans, 1 feel
will not refuse to subscribe to
many localities that their voter's sure,
Evangelist Crimm spoke last night
either are showing no interest in the a fund which will help during the
election or are likely to vote for Her Christmas season to spread a ray of at the First Baptist church on tha
nandez and the republican candidates sutshine over the homeless refugees "Inevitable Result of Sin."
storm-tosse- d
country. This Dol"Vegas," the Rev. Crimm shouted,
for the legislature. The progressive of a
lar
fund
Christmas
appeals to one and "is populated with people who are
vote, which will be negligible, will
come largely from the ranks, of the all Irrespective of creed or race and bound for an eternal, everlasting,
democrats, most of the republicans
who threw In their lot with the Bull
Moosers two years ago there were
not many of them having returned

to the

fold.

Despite the democrats' constant as
sertion that there is no reason to fear
Hernandez as a candidate, their a:o
tions indicate that their feet are grow
ing chilly. In the meantime, Hernan
dez, in his campaign throughout the
state, is making new friends every
day.
o
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f Log Cabin
Lake

r resting

m

Boil 8 cups of Towle's Log
Cabin Syrup until it strings.
Then pour the boiling syrup
into the stiffly beaten whites
of two eggs, and beat continually with a silver fork until
the right thickness to spread
between the layers and on
top ot the cake,

VALUE OP ENSILAGE
Economic conditions in Europe have
increased the value of tills year's
crops of corn, wheat, hay, oats and
Ijarley In the United States by
according to a recent United
r
!si crop report. This amount to- the income received from the en-- '
Yhi-v- t
crop and is about $70,000,-ii',- r
!.;, i was received fur all
h'-grown in the United States
IS' 12.

the Increased prices to be re-:il f'.r t o above mentioned farm
iri ).!, farmers are turning their
' nti-- t' other kinds of feed for
lb fir stock. Probably the most valuta and satisfactory rough food ob- -'
J
j
ensilage corn. There are
;
oi.nat"Iy 100,000,000 acres of land
in this country which were given over
t itif
j.j- don of fnd'iin corn. Were
t'f.'I.M it untie Into ensilage and
V. !Ui

?
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Don't mi:
these maple treats

Everybody loves the de

licious maple flavor of
Cabin Syrup, .Serve it with the
breakfast pancakes or biscuits,
witn tne lunch dessert use it
to flavor the dinner pudding
or cake.

TOWLE'S
iL si

iLltS

CANE AHB

MAPLE SVHUP

Makes Home,

h

It

"Sweet" Home, Indeed

is a

delightful blend of
choice sugar cane and pure
maple syrup. Improved in

flavor and in "body." Sold
at your grocer's in full measure
cans.

The Towle Maple

Products Co.
Sales

i'nO&iKtm

Headquarters:
Ham jLriO ,., CiiKu

St. Paul, &1inneota
St. Juhrobury, Vermont

OCTOBER 27, 1914.

Three Points

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?

'

OUR.

I

Second: Can I get ft when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT
is the most complete in the state and
for prompt grinding and repairing is
excelled by none.
'Work sent us by mail is returned
by the first return post.

& Trust Gompariy
Peoples Bank
Capital and Surplus
f

K

$125,000.00

burning hell. I am going to
you and old fashioned sermon
tonight), I believe in hell with
heart; I believe it is a place

preach
on hell
all my
of fire

and brimstone, just as the Bible puts
it. When I get to where I do not
believe the Book from cover to cove."
I will leave the
platform. If you
don't believe this sermon I am going
to preach tonight you do not believe
the Bible. I am going to bring you
a message from a man who went to
hell."
The evangelist read the story of
Lazarus and the rich man. For one
hour he gave his listeners a red hot
talk about the results those would
reap who fail to accept Jesus as their
Savior.
"Old drunkard, you are not going
to hell because you drink; old gambler, you are not going there because
you gamble; old liar and thief, you
are not going there because you lie
and steal. You are going to hell because of your unbelief. This poor old
beggar lay there at the rich man s
gate until one day he died, and Heaven
was so interested in his soul that
angels came and bore him away to
rest. O what a thought to think that
angels came for ai poor old beggar.
The rich man also died. Did angels
come for him? Verily no; in hell he
lifted up his eyes. What a contrast.
Unsaved man, if you were to die to
night you would be in hell before your
feet got cold and your eyes could be
closed. Hell is described as a place
of tormentsv
What will make it a
place of torments? There will be no
babies1 there; there will be no flowers
there; there will be no water there;
no light will be there; no music can
be heard in hell.iO what a place.
Tonight I ask you, answer me, where
will you spend eternity?"
,.
Soloist Cumbie closed the service
by , singing "Where Will You Spend
f
Eternity?"

lies

100

KILLED

Robert J. Taupert

are

BY

NO

SPECIAL

SESSION

27. President
Washington, Oct.
Wilson let It be known today that' he
has no' intention of calling a special
session of congress after election.
Representative Henry of Texas, in an
address in the house the last day of
congress, said he had positive information the president would call a special
setsion about the middle of November to take up cotton relief legislation.

(Continued from Page Four);

Jeweler and Optician
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;
New Mexico
.
Las Vegas,

houses to feed some of the armies and
livestock in the war zone. Supplemental figures obtained at the depart
of
ment showed that exportations
canned beef jumed from 304,693
pounds in September, 1913, to 2,885,-25-

Bill IS

6

CITY

KANSAS

month.
More than 7,037,400
pounds of fresh meat were shipped

last

LIVE STOCK

Hogs, re-Kansas City
lower. Bulk ?7
Market
16,000.
Lceipts
abroad last month, compared with
7.30; heavy $7.157.30; pigs $6.25
Most of
631,524 in September, 1913.
Oct.- - 27.

the meat went to France.
The war growth of grain exports
was as. mafked.
jumped
Barley
from 251,454 bushels in September,
oats
1513 to '2,781,286 last month;
from 318,928 to 10,780,165; wheat from
11,971,163 to 25,869,100; while rice exports Increased from 1,486,995 pounds
to 10,1443,817.
The slump in exports
of cotton during September, compared
with last year, amounted to nearly
'

$60,000,000.

""'

C.75.

Market
15,000.
Cattle, receipts
strong. Prime fed steers $9.50& 10.75;
vvt stern steers $6.50
S.75; calves ?6

610.50.

y"!

Sheep, receipts 13,000. Market stea-

dy to 10 cents higher. Lambs
7. 5; yearlings $5.506.25.

$7,

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Oct. 27 Wheat prices
Chicago,

weakened today, owing to absence ot
Afimportant speculative buying.
off to
ter opening
up, the market sagged all around and failed to re
act with any spirit. The close was
steady 1 to 1 under last nignt.
Cold weather gave an advantage to
corn hears. The opening, which was
to
lower, was followed by a further moderate setback. The close
net decline.
to
was steady at
Notwithstanding a fair demand from
from the seaboard, oats declined.
Provisions were easy as a result of
lower prices for hogs. The closing
quotations were:

With the partial restoration of ship
?s ping facilities, a remarkable improvedeclares that this
purely a provisional measure, and that ment in the exports to some of the
countries was shown
she has no intention of interventas in
' Aviona district.
over the first month of the war. Trade
to Germany remained at a standstill
Germans Expelled
September's exports being less than
Peking, China, Oct. 27. The au- ,$;000. Trade to Russia and Belgium
thorities of Hong Kong and other remained at low ebb, but that to the
British possessions in China today is- United Kingdom was fairly well mainsued orders for the expulsion from tained.
British territory of German and Aus
The United States tought from the
trian subjects except those of, military world last month goods valued at
(
age, who will be detained. The order $140,098,611 compared with imports, of
becomes effective November 1.
in September 1913. In$171,084,843
Dec. 1.14; May 1.19.
creases in Import were, shown ffotn
Corn, Dec. 67; May 70.
CanShell Destroy
Ship
the United Kingdom,, Argentina,
'
Oats, Dec. 49; May 52.
Re27
Oct.
wireless).
Holland.
Cuba
(by
ada,'
and
Berlin,
,,
Pork, Jan. $18.77; May $19.05.
Rotports received here today from
Greatest decreases were shown ir.;
Lard, Nov. $10.47; 'Jan. $9.85.
terdam set forth that a British war- imports from Germany, .France, BelRibs, Oct. $10.47; Jan. $9.75.
ship struck by German artillery fire gium and Russia. There vwas, an inhad
broken
off the coast of Belgium
crease in imports of prepared foodinto flames.
WANTED Clean cotton rags
stuffs with a marked decline in manu
'
!!
factures.
Optic office.
ii'i '!
Favorable to Allies
London, Oct;, 27. A dispatch to
Reuter'a Telegram company in Paris,
summarizing the situation in France,
HAVE YOU SEEN THESE MOST
says:
no
is
marked
there
"Again today
change to report in the general situation, though the impression remains
RECENT STYLES IN MILLINERY?
favorable, and It is stated that the
alllesi have advanced slightly between
Ypres and Roulers and also at
Iatin-America-

j

at

Sois-sot:-

.

"In the Nancy district the enemy
has been driven back beyond the fron.
tier."

GAS

Antwerp's Conqueror Dead
London., Oct. 27. A dispatch to the
Evening News from Rotterdam says
that General von, Bezeler, the conUse Oxygen Helmets
of Antwerp, is dead. It is said,
queror
11
to
rescue
were
o'clock
Up
parties
the
adds, that he shot himnewspaper
unable to penetrate more than 1,500
Ceet into the workings, Dut at that self Thursday in his room at Brueges.
hour the rescue car came from BenSHIP HITS '"MtNExV..',
ton, 111., with four hours' supply of
Belfast, Ireland, Oct. 27 The Britoxygen. Jhis made possible a, further
penetration of the mine by the rescue ish freight steamer Manchester Com
merce, bound from Manchester for
parties.
struck a mine at midnight
Montreal,
General Superintendent
Mitchell
said he could not account for the ex- last night and sank. Captain Payne
and 13 men were drowned.
Thirty
plosion, as the mine had been in con
tinuous operation and no gas had other members of the crew were savbeen detected. Lines of hose were ed by a trawler.
carried down two !hafts and an at
tempt was made to direct streams of
water through cross-shafto the
burning level. The gases made it EXPORTS OF GRAIN
dangerous for the fire fighters to ap
to do effective
proach close
enough
'
'
"
"
work.
'.,
MEAT
t
(Continued

from

If not, you have missed

a Truly Representative
Showing of the Best that

Page One)
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Will Seal, Shafts

ID

will be Worn this winter
For those

haven't oarefully Inspected our newest Pall assortments
who.

of ; Millinery,

there are delightful

coveries in store!

dis-

These new styles

are so desirable; so completely different that to admir them Is only natural.
Our assortments

at this time are

broad enough to supply your every

;,

need;

(I?

:

-

liliEASI:

Experts eaid the fire could be controlled only by. sealing both entrance EFFECT OF THE EUROPEAN WAR
ON AMERICAN COMMERCE
shafts and pumping water into the
IS MARKED
mine until all chambers were flooded.
This, however, will not be done until
Washington, Oct. 27 War's effect
all hope of rescuing the miners is
on American commerce because of the
abandoned.
increase in the sale of foodstuffs for
Twenty physicians accompanied the foreign armies and a marked
slump
car from Benton. When they arrived
in exportation of cotton machinery
they had their hands full, looking and materials for use in manufactuafter the wives and daughters of the
ringwas shown in detail today by
Imprisoned miners 'who became hys- statistics
compiled by the department
terical or had famtedi.
of commerce.
The mine belongs to the Franklin
Kxports of gain andV meats jumped
to practically unprecedented quanti
County Coal company.
At noon rescuers said they could ties in September, resulting in a
great
see at least 25 bodies on the upper. improvement over August's trade and
level. From this level rescuers sought a substantial export
balance, but the
to check the flames in the lower level. decrease In the sale abroad of cotton
whore 100 men were entombed, by and manufactures resulted in a loss
dropping blankets, soaked with water. compared with September, 1913, of
This temporarily checked 'the flames $(51,9'02,6C8.
hut thft .noianimim
Tho
Ariyva thn fire
export-o er those for the first month, of the
fighters back.
At 2 o'clock 'this afternoon the num- war was $34,968,219. That rfipreseut- :i In
level "
ber of men on tb"
pnrt, the vast demand ImpcrM
t
lAr,
rt.,,...,)
American fef!t';rk- - and piic'-u-

Tuesday and Wednesday
Children's Coats, a) bunch of drum
mer's samples ; eacn

Values In Ladie3'
two alike; each

Silk Dresses, no

Malsh Comforts, very light, warm and
patterns; each

S3.50 to 4 pretty

I'll'

S5.75

$2.01

Store 'Or Quality"
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URTA

SANITARY

LAU DRY-

--

CAPITAL PAID IN
"
,
$100,000.00

FALL

CALL MAIN 267
And our wagon will stop for. your laundry.

And

Hackett of Baldwin, Kan., is
registered at one of. the local hotels.
Leo Condon of Rociado ft in the
city for a short business visit.
0. A. Coulson of Albuquerque arrived in Las Vegas last night for a brief
business stay.
J. E. Sullivan, a business man of
Denver, is in the city making a few
business calls today.
J. O. Seth of Albuquerque is stopping at one of the city's hotels, while
looking after business affairs here.
E. G. Hills of Carthage, N. M., is
among the moro recent arrivals here
on a business visit.
Harvey Brown, who has been on a
hvnting trip for a week on the mesa,
returned yesterday, reporting a scarcity of large game.
William Cullen, formerly a resident
of Las Vegas, who has been making a
six months' visit through the east,
returned to this city yesterday.
Richard Dunn of Gaston is in Las
Vegas on a short business trip.
O. A. Larrazolo, who has
been
speaking with B. C. Hernandez in
Union county, having- held enthusiastic meetings at Clayton, Des Moines
and Folsom, will go to Cimarron tonight.

Samuel Baum and Miss Hulda
Baum, father and sister of the late
Ruby S. Baum, brother of Mrs. Gilbert Rosenwald, who died suddenly of
heart failure late Sunday afternoon
at the Rosenwald home on the West
side, arrived In. Las Vegas last night,
to arrange for the last sad rites of the
son and brother.

J. M. Cunningham, President.;
Frank Springer,
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FOR MEN AND BOYS
for Fall and Winter Wear is
now on display.

CAPITAL STOSH

We have them in any Shape, Color, Alaterial

ON TIME

Price, from 50c pwardS.
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.INTEREST PAID

ON

TREMBLOR

ITALY

IN

this

was caused
there were no casualtits,
AMERICAN

SHIP

"The military correspondent of the guns. Swedish newspapers reoort
that the Belgians and the French hare
man artillery has destroyed all the suffered enormous losses
in west
campaign plans of English' and Flanders and that the Germans hav
French commanders.
advanced daily."
A memher of the Young Turks campaign opened negotiations with the
Ameer of Afghanistan and then sent
a delegate to the new Ameer from
The
Constantinople.
Frankfurter
Zeitung now publishes a dispatch from
Constantinople saying that Turkey
Z3 1
and Afghanistan have signed an alliance.

Kellogg Haines

FREED

Halifax, Nova Scotia, Oct. 27. The
Standard Oil steamer Brindilla, flying
the American flag, whose seizure by
the British cruiser Caronia, was made
the occasion of a protest by the United States to Great Britain and a demand for the steamer's immediate release, was formally released by the
Canadian authorities today.
After certain necessary repairs are
rorde to the Brindilla's engines and
she takes on a supply of coal, she
w ill resume her interrupted voyage to
Alexandria. It is estimated that she
will remaiu here for several days yet.

Have Been on the

Lyceum Stae
7 Years

fih GOOD

MIGHTY

Conspiracy is Alleged

Don't you Think?
CHANCE TO HEAR THEM

Wednesday Oct. 28
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Albert in their jimmy pipes or rolled into
is simply because Prince Albert can't bite
joy makin's cigarettes throats
; it is always delightful in flavor
can't
parch
tongues,
and fragrance ; it is made by a wonderful patented process that
it into a class by itself ! And P. A. is exactly as good as
Siits
listens I

Hull Sm
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the national joy smoke
news about what's good for your
there can't be today, any pipe or
sttiokappetite! Why, there never was, and
v.
same
m
tne
r.
ciass
tocacco
with
cigarette
Smoke P. A. if you want to get

first-han- d

-

grow on trees, natural-likTake a tip You just go to P. A. like little peachei
!
spirit In your system right early these mornings
Prince Albert it sold everywhere. Tidy red tin 10c f
toppy red bags Se (handy for cigarette smokers)
d
humidors,
also, handsome pound and
j.
e,

:

and get

eoii&e chew-u- p

half-poun-

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO, Winston Salein, N. C.
--
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"The Neuer Zuricher of Zurich,
Switzerland,, commenting on the re
cent disclosures of the North Gerniau
Gazette concerning the
convention of 1906, says that a real
conspiracy against Germany has been
established and that the fact of Bel
gium's participation meant a breach
of neutrlity.
"An Austrian official report says
that eastern Bosnia to the Drina river
has been cleared of Servians. The
Austrfans attacked the Servians at a
point west of Vlshegrad on October
24, drivinir them back to Vlshprrnrf
They reached the river at several
points and captured large quantities
of artillery and rifle ammunition. The
are retreating Inde
STontenegrins
pendently to the southwest
'Austrian troops In the Drina dis
trict shelled and Btormed two of the
enemy's positions near Ravnja and
Ardenkovlc, and captured four machine
Anglo-Belgia-

For Fall and Wfnter should bs
ordered now.

n

We have a complete Una of foreign and domestic suitings, com-

prising all the latest weaves, and

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

GERMANY ISSUES AN OFFICIAL
STATEMENT
OF THE WAR
SITUATION

Berlin. Oct. 27. Information given
out in official quarter in BerUn today
is as follows
"At total of 3,300 million marks
($5.00,000,000) has been paid in on the
German war loan although the Joan
Itself was for only $2,600,000 nnarks
The latest reports
($(150,000,000).
from the, Imperial bank show specie
to the amount of l,2S8,000,00O marks
($457,000,000) an Increase of 27,000,-00- 0
marks ($675,000).
"Notes In circulation show a decrease of 94,000,000 marks
tip to October 26.
if
Woman's Story Denied
'An English governess named Kate
Hume, made the allegation that- per--.
man soldiers had, attacked and mutl-lateher sister Grace, and, produced
the signatures of" tw"p 'Belgian clergy
men and of certain British officials to
support her claims. " According to the
London. Times, an English court de
clared that Kate Hume had forged
these signatures and invented tne
entire story. She was sen;eneed to
three months in prison.

TAILOR

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vloe-Pres- t,
Clarence Men, Secy. & Trens.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Robbtns,

Fighting In Egypt
de
"Reports from Constantinople!
clare there have been sanguinary encounters between the British garrison
and Indian troops at Alexandria,
Egypt. Thirty men were sentenced to
death by a court martial held in
Alexandria.
Vessel Didn't Sink
"Tha Eavas News Agency of Taris
reports officially from London that
the English torpedo boat destroyer
rslwr rammed and sank a German
submarine off the ciast' of Holland.
German official report of this fame
pre to I lit- - ( ft f it v ui'?
ui'J
uui ramming is a trier run iwman
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F.ast Las Vestts, N. M.

Albuqueraue, N. M.
Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad, Colo.
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Wholes ale Grocers
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BAIN WAGONS
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London Times declares the heavy Ger-

THE BEST SHAPE
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DEP03IT8

Considerable
alarm
among the people, but

morning.-

cigarette

P
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torneys contended today before the
supreme court when the suit of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway
company against the government was
up for oral argument. The railway
contends' the government has broken
its contract to grant to it or Its
predecessor title to every other section of land througu the former In
dian Territory for the construction of
a railway from the Kansas state line
to the Red river in Texas. Because
the land was not granted to it the
railway claims $20 damages for every
The
acre it would have received.
government's contention Is that the
land never became a part of the public lands, but has remained Indiai
land.

ENEMIES

The reason why men smoke Prince
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deck right on the mahogany:
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Florence, Italy, Oct. 27 (via Rome).
STEEL PAYS DIVIDEND
A severe earthquake was felt in
this city today. The inhabitants were New York, Oct. 27. The United
ASK COMPENSATION
thrown into a condition of panic, but Stales Steel corporation voted this
afternoon a quarterly dividend of one-hal- f
the shock did little damage.
Berlin, Oct. 27 (by wireless), Acof one per cent on the common
"KATYrtl WANTS DAMAGES
stock. This is at the rate of 2 per cording to reportB received here from
Milan Felt Shock
50 firms of that city will
ceo1, a year. Heretofore tne dividend Antwerp
Milan, Italy, Oct. 27 (via Romelt
Washington, Oct. 27. Sixty million
to the British government
present
cent.
five
been
Milan
has
was
which
An
dollars
the stake for
per
at
earthquake was recorded in
claims for compensation for the dis
tribution of goods after the evacua
tion of that city was determined
These claims amount to 230
upon.
ii-v!v
vI
viva.
million francs ($46,000,000) and will
be presented through Brand Whit-locthe American minister to
The foregoing information was
made public in Berlin today through
official channels.

sinri u

Hosklns,

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

A, J. MoseleV, a business man of
Denver, is stopping for a brief time
at one of the local hotels.
.Bernardo Trujillo, who was the

prie man of the sopohmore class of
the Normal, 'and who has been ill for
some months at his home in Mora, reentered the school today, having recovered his strength sufficiently to
go on with his stuaies.
A. E. Blythe, tax commissioner of
the Santa Fe railroad, from Topeka,
was in the city yesterday, spending
the day in the court house looking
up tax levies and assessments in connection with (certain isuits .brought
against the railroad company by the
state,
Mrs. Harry v7.. Keiiy, accompanied
by her mother, Mrs. Thomas of Leavenworth, Kas., returned yesterday
evening from a visit in Leavenworth
and Kansas City. They were accompanied to Las Vegas by Daniel Kelly
of Trinidad, who will spend a few
days here. Mrs. Thomas will remain
in Las Vegas for an indefinite visit.
Fred O. Blood, a candidate for thej
state legislature on the republican
ticket, who has been in Kansas for
several weeks, having been summoned to Topeka as a witness for the
government before tne federal grand
jury in a postal fraud case, will return to Las Vegas tomorrow or Thursday to participate in the whirlwind
finish of the campaign. Mr. Blood,
shorlty after' his arrival in Topeka,
developed ah acute affectioni of" the
gums and has been at the mercy of
a dentist ever since, thus- delaying
his return.
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27, 1914.

Precinct No. 51, Hillside, postoffice,
Chaperlto Francisco Arellanes,
E.
Las Vegas H. A Schmidt, W. F.
Lucero.
Ramon
Duran,
Fflipe
'I ho board ot county
commissionPrecinct No. 11, San Geronimo, post- - Calhoun, John Paulson.
er of the county of San Miguel, lu,
San Miguel
Done at Las Vegas,
office, Mineral Hill Francisco Garcia,
of
pursuance of the requirements
Cumty, New Mexico, this 22nd, day of
Rumaldo Gomez, Santos Gonzales.
Ration One, Chapter 105 of the Laws
A. D. 1914, by the Board of
Precinct No. 12, Rowe, postotacr?, October,
of 1909 hereby give notice and makes
of the County
Commissioners
County
Rowe Manuel Archuleta, Cristobal
Subllc proclamation that a General
of San Miguel in open session.
Padilla, Cosme Esquibel.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS
Ejection will be held in the said CounPieeinct No. 13, Roclada, postoffice,
New
of
State
and
of
San
SIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
Miguel
ty
Rociada Donaciano Bustos, Jose
SAN MIGUEL,
Mexico, on Tuesday, the 3rd aay of
Abel Martinez.
November, A. D. 1914; that the object
By FIDEL ORTIZ,
Precinct No. 14, Sapello, postoffice, Attest:
Chairman.
of said election is the selection by
.
the people of
Sapello Francisco Flores, Francisco
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
S. Montoya, Serafin Archibeque.
One Representative of the State of School House.
New Mexico In the Congress of the
A Persistent Question
Precinct No. 15, Las Manuelitas,
Precinct No. 27, San Pablo House
The question has been asked, "In
T'nlted States.
postoffice, Sapello Benigno Sandoval,
of Jose Darlo Atencio.
what way are Chamberlain's Tablets
One member of the State Corporation
Precinct No. 28, Chavez House of Modesto Padilla, Geraldo Trujilio.
superior to pills?" The answer is,
Commission.
Precinct No. 16, Union, postoffice, "They are more mild and gentle in
Chavez.
George
Three members of the State House of
Garduno, Guadalu- effect and more reliable. Besides
Chapelle--Crestin- o
Precinct No. 29, East Las Vegas
Representatives to be elected from City Hall.
they Improve the appetite, cleanse
pe Trujilio, Santiago Trujilio.
correct
- and invigorate the stomach,
said county for the Second State
Precinct No. 17, San Patricio, post- disorders of the liver and leave the
Precinct No. 30, Canon de Manueli
Ca- legislature.
Eduaro
Lucero,
Allres.
tas House of Frollan
bowels In a natural and healthy conoffice, Las Vegas
One member of the State House of
dition, while the use of pills, owing
Precinct No. 31, Fuertecitc House tatino Martinez, N. S. Belden.
representatives to be elected from of Nestor Grlego.
Precinct No. 18, Mishawaka, post- to their drastic effect, is often followed by constipation." For sale by all
paid count jointly with' the County
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo House olfice, Mishawaka C. D. Black. David dealers.
Adv.
of Guadalupe,
of Placldo Rlbera.
Newcomer, John Hartman.
the
adopand to vote for of against
Frecinct No. 33, Los Vigiles
Precinct No. 19, McKinley, postofJOSE SENA ILL
tion of three amendments to the State School House.
of
Higinio Lucero, FerOct. 27. Secretary
Chaperlto
fice,
Santa
Fe,
institution, which, have been by the Precinct No. 34, San Isidro House niin Baca, Isabel Garcia.
was yesterday
Antonio
Lucero
State
legislature submitted to the people, of Tomas Gonzales.
Precinct No. 20, San Juan, postof- at Alamogordo on his campaign tour.
each amendment to be voted upon
No. 33, Las Gallinas
San Jose Elias Lucero, Lucas He will return to Santa Fe on WedPrecinct
fice,
said amendments being res- School House.
Maes, Luis Jiron.
Court Clerk Jos D. Sena
nesday.
pectively,
No. 36, Penasco Bianco-Ho- use
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorada, is again confined to his home with
Precinct
10
ot
the
To amend Sec. 2 of Article
C. Ortiz,
of Nazario Qulntana.
illness.
poEtoffice, Leyba Francisco
State Constitution.
House
Salazar.
Mariano
Cerrito
El
No.
37,
Isabel
Leyba,
Precinct
ConTo amend Article 8 of the State
Precinct No. 22, Sabinoso, postoffice,
You will like their positive action.
of Epitacio Quintana.
stitution.
No. 38, Los Torres House Sanchez Alejandro Rodarte, Jose Ig They have a tonic effect on the bow
Precinct
To amend Sec. 1 of Article 5 of the of Jose Gabriel Montano.
nacio Lujan, Juan Lorenzo Torres.
els, and give a wholesome, thorough
State Constitution,
House
No.
Tecolotito
No. 23, San Jose, postoffice, cleaning' to the entire bowel tract.
39,
Precinct
Precinct
the said proposed amendments hav- of
San Jose Guadalupe Segura, Miguel Stir tbe liver to healthy activity and
Sipio Salas,
ing been by the secretary of state
sweet. Constipation,
No. 40, Bernal House of A. Duran, Cleofes Segura.
Precinct
keep stomach
caused to be published In full In news- Rasillo Grlego.
Precinct No. 24, La Liendre,
dull, tired feeling never af
headache,
repapers throughout the stale 88
La Liendre Jose L. Ramirez, fect those who use Foley Cathartic
Precinct No. 41, Canon Largo
quired by the said constitution.
School House.
Lorenzo Tapia, Ricardo Urloste.
Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer
e
Notice Is further given that the
No. 25,' Pena Blanca,
No. 42, Romerovllle
Precinct
Precinct
and Red Cross Drug Store. Ad r.
mames of the candidate for each of
Roclada Benerlto Duran, BaHouse of Jose Ignacio Montoya.
said offices and thetr postoffice
GRANTED
CERTIFICATES
Precinct No. 43, San Agustin
lerio Ramirez, Canuto Martinez.
respectively, are as follows: House of Lorenzo Garcia.
Santa Fe, Oct. 27. The department
Precinct No. 26, Los Alamos, postFor Representative In Congress
Precinct No, 44, OJitos Frios
office Los Alamos uruz ucmcs. of education today issued teachers'
.
Republican Candidate, Benigno C. House of Nestor Montano.
Jose N. Gallegos, Juan Maria Abey-tla- certificates to M. M. Salazar of Tome,
Hernandez, Tierra Amarllla, New MexNo.
45,
Cherryvale
Precinct
third grade; Effie Niccum of Silver
ico.
No. 27, San Pablo, postof City and Leona M. Foster of Demlng,
School House.
Precinct
JDemodratIc Candidate, Harvey B.
Precinct No. 46, Emplazado School fice, Mineral Hill Juan Antonio Aten- first grade.
MexFergusson, Albuquerque, New
House.
cio, Lucas Sanchez, Reyes Aragon.
ico.
No. 47--, Mot Springs-Sch- ool
GOOD SCHOOL EXHIBIT
Precinct No. 28, Chavez, postoffice.
Precinct
Progressive Candidate, Francis C.
House.
Buxton Simon Garcia y Montoya,
Santa! Fe, Oct. 27. Miss Manette
Wilson, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
A. Meyers, supervisor of industrial
Precinct No. 48, Trementlna House George Chavez, Bernardo Grlego.
Socialist Candidate, William P. Met-ral-f,
Gonzales.
No. 29, E. Las Vegas, post- education, announces that the manHilario
Precinct
of
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca
office, E. Las Vegas Chas. Greenclay, ual training, domestic science and doFor Corporation Commissioner:
House.
School
mestic art exhibit at the state educaJuan Ortega, Charles Douglas.
Republican Candidate, Hugh H.
No. 30, Canon de Manueli- tional convention at Albuquerque next
No. 50, Guadalupe House
Precinct
Precinct
Demlng, New Mexico.
Ai month will
of Tiburcio Ulibarrl.
tas, postoffice, Rociada-Frallaeclipse anything heretoDemocratic Candidate, Adolfo P.
BenaL.
Jose
House
No. 51, San Ignacio
Francisco
in
Precinct
Aragon
had
that line in the southfore
res,
TTill, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
west.
videz.
- of Pablo Fresquez.
McM.
John
Progressive Candidate,
Precinct No. 52, Las Colonias
Precinct No. 31, Pnertectto, postofThe National Guard armory will
"'Ver, Demlng, New Mexico.
Vicente again "be used for exposition hall and
House of Nasario Valencia.
fice, Sena Endaleclo Sena,
Welch,
Socialist Candidate,
Precinct No. 53, Enclnosa School Martinez, Manuel Manzanares.
Miss Meyers, W. T. Conway of State
?'.irton, New Mexico.
No. 32, El Pueblo, postof- college, atad Mrs. Wallace L. Gumm
House.
Precinct
I or Member of the State Legislature
Precinct No. 54, Hillside School fice, Ribera Ramon Ulibarrl, Matlas of Carrizozo will be the committee
Republican Candidates, Secundino
Hcuse.
who will distribute the awards of
Ribera, Tomas Ortiz.
N.
M.I
Apolonlo
ftomero, Las Vesas,
Done at Las Vegas, San Miguel
Precinct No. 33, Los Vigiles, postof merit, which will be beautifully print
A. Sena, Park Springs, New Mexico;
Jose ed certificates suitable for framing.
Fred O. Blood, East Las Vegas, New County, New Mexico, this 22nd., day fice, Las Vegas Jose E. Garcia,
A. D. 1914, by the board Crespin, Felipe Fresquez.
of
October,
In addition special recognition will
Mexico.
of the
Commissioners
postofSan
of
No.
Isidro,
34,
Precinct
be
County
given meritorious exhibits by inJoint Member of the State Legislature from the counties of San Miguel County of San Miguel in open session. fice, San Jose Manuel D. Benavidez, dividual pupils.
Inez Garcia.
Already many exhibits are prom
ftinl Guadalupe:
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS Apolinar Ruiz, Jose
No.
35, Las Gallinas, postPrecinct
ised
and the rivalry promises to be
Crescenclano
COUNTY
OF
SIONERS OF THE
Republican Candidate,
office, Porvenlrtfuan Blea, Sr., Gua- very keen. Those aesiring to reserve
"Pallcgos, Santa Rosa, New Mexico.
SAN MIGUEL,
dalupe Aranda, Elias Naranjo.
space for their exhibit should write
Democratic Candiates, E. R.
By FIDEL ORTIZ,
Frecinct No. 36, Penasco Blanco, Professor Gooddell of Albuquerquo at
East Las Vegas, New Mexico; Attest:
Chairman.
pcttoffice, Rociada Nazario Quintana, once, for he has charge of the placLORENZO DELGADO, Cleric.
Domingo E. Baca, Las Vegas, New
Manuel D. Montoya, Faustln Silva.
Sanchez,
Mexico; Clpriano Lujan,
ing of the exhibits.
In
Recommendation
having
writing
Precinct No. 37, El Cerrito, postofw Mexico.
To the Public
Joint Member:
Democratic Candi- been submitted to the board by the fice, Cerrito Epitacio Quintana, Feof
San
Committee
Central
Ulibarrl.
Republican
Inocenclo
Jose
derico
Madril,
"I used a bottle of Chamberlain's
date, Juan J. Clancey, Puerto de Luna,
Miguel county, New Mexico, and also
Precinct No. 38, Los Torres, postof Cough Remedy last winter for a seNew Mexico.
can cons
Socialist Candidates, O. W. White, by the Democratic, Central Commit- fice, Caperito Jose Gabriel Montano, vere bronchial cough and
cientiously say that I never took a
Kast Las Vegas, New Mexico; Max tee of said county, and the same be- Pedro M. A. Raol, Pedro Montano.
medicine that did me so much good,
Precinct No. 39, Tecolotito, postof- writes Mrs. G. W. Andrews, Andrews,
Valdez, East Las Vegas, New Mexico; ing filed in the office of the clerk, upfice, Anton Chlco Sipio Salas, Fran Ind. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Christian Peterson, East Laa Vegas, on due consideration thereof,
Be it resolved and ordered by the cisco Sals, Anastacio Rael.
New Mexico.
Precinct No. 40, Bernal, postoffice,
Joint Member:
Socialist Candidate, Board of County Commissioners, of
Jko. W. Hansen, Las Vegas, New the County of San Miguel, State cf Chapelle Clodio
Ortega,
Gregorlo BECOME A TRIFLE WEARISOME
New Mexico, that the following nam- Sandoval,. Antonio Marquez.
Mexico,
ed persons be, and they are, hereby,
Platitudes to Which Librarians Have,
Precinct No. 41, Canon Largo,
Polling Places
to Listen Responsible for Many
The places where said election Is to appointed Judges of Election in an5
Sanchez Vivian Baca, Floren-ciof Their Gray Hairs.
Martinez.
tie held in the several precincts of for the several precincts of said counEsquibel, Raymundo
beas
set
here
forth
said county of San Miguel are hereby ty, respectively,
Precinct No. 42, Romerovllle,
"You. don't mean-t- o say you've read
low, for the general election to be
Las Vegas Jose Ignacio Mon- all those books?"
rierlgnated as follows,
of
Precinct No. 1, San Miguel House held within and for said County
toya, Juan C. Montoya, Juan J. Ma"No, I haven't read Emerson for
San Miguel, and state aforesaid, on drid.
of David TJrloste.
years, but I never tire of him."
Precinct No. 2, La Cuesta House of the first Tuesday after the first Mon-i"Don't you love those little Shako
Precinct No. 43, San Agustin, postofthe month of November, the same fice, La Liendre Lorenzo Garcia, speare books? And he was such a
Forfirio Gallegos.
very great poet!"
Precinct No. 3, Laa Vegas, South
being November 3rd, A. D. 1014,
Jesus Ma. Gonzales, Juan Quintana.
"What a wonderful writer Charles
J louse of Antonio Fulgenzt.
Precinct No. 44, Ojitos Frlos, post Lamb was!"
Precinct No. 1, San Miguel, postof- of.'lce. Las Vegas Nestor Montano,
Precinct No. 4, Tecolote Casa de
"I have a confession to make. I
fice Ribera David Tfrioste, Trinidad Bonifacio Lucero, Felix Sanchez.
S7ocIedad.
Ave never read a line of philosophy.
Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas, North
Garcia, Andres Gonzales.
Precinct No. 45, Cherryvale,
But I mean to take it up some time."
House of Jose L. Galindre.
Precinct No. 2, La Cuesta, postof-fce- ,
"It's such a good Idea, your putting
Cherryvale H. O. Morrison,
Villanueva Secundino Pndilia, Eugenlo Baca, John Mathews.
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas, Central
Dickens, Thackeray and Scott toHouse of fTaunita Rlbera.
Leonardo Lucero, Francisco Flores.
Precinct No. 46, Emplazado, post- - gether. We certainly couldn't live
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio House
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas, South, office, Los Alamos Jose M. Aragon, without them."
"Isn't that a beautiful edition! Of
of Felix SandobaL
Tru
pestofflce, Las Vegas Juan Mares y Agaplto Trujilio, Jose Manuel
you would never think of readcourse,
Precinct No. 8, Upper Las Vegas-Sch- ool Ortiz, Nicolas Kavanaugh, Lucas Gal- jilio.
ing It."
House.
legos.
Precinct No. 47, Hot Springs, post-"Yes, you are right not to have all
Precinct No. 9, Pecos House of
Precinct No. 4, Tecolote, postoffice, office, Las Vegas Lorenzo Leal, Fe fine bindings. I like to feel my books
SYdro Rlbera.
are friends, don't you?"
Ttcolote Pablo Herrera, Deslderio lipe Lobato, Timoteo Fresquez.
"I suppose you have the revised
Precinct No. 10, Chaperlto House Martinez, Francisco Encinias y Jas-Precinct No. 48, Trementlna, post- of the Bible, also. Of course,
version
ftf Francisco Arellanos.
tro.
Meleslo
Trementlna
Sanchez,
office,
leave that out."
wouldn't
you
Precinct No. 11, San Goronimo
Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas, North, Pedro Rolbal, Francisco Barreras.
I
about the Bible is that
"What
like
Casa Sociedad Literarla,
postoffice, Las Vegas lose P. Mares,
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca, post- - you can almost always understand lt."
Trecinct No. 12, Rowe House of Pablo Ortiz, Nicanor Martinez.
I could spend
T just adore poetry
office, Las Vegas Martin Marquer.
Manuel Archuleta.
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas, Central, Antonio Hidalgo, Alcario Salas.
on this shelf alone."
days
Precinct No. 13, Roclada House of postofnee, Las Vegas Felipe Baca y , Precinct No. 50,
Guadalupe, powtof-fleTctlro A. Iiuutog.
Garcia, Cleofes Armijo, Gerardo Flo- Check Kidney Trouble at Once
Casa Grande Ambrosio Candela-ria- ,
Precinct No. 14, Sapello House of rea.
There Is such ready action In Foley
Domingo Cordova, Manuel NaranFrancisco Flores.
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio, poatot-fice- , jo.
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
Precinct No. 15, Las Manuelitas
Pecos Dlonkslo Sandoval, BoniPrecinct No. 51, San Ignacio, post- - from the very firBt dose. Backache,
Ifoiiso of Benigno Sandoval.
facio Sandoval, Cresencio Roybal.
office, Sapello Pablo Fresquez, Cruz weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
Precinct No. IB, Union House of
Precinct No. 8, Laa Vegas, Up,)-r- , Roybal, Deslderio Solano.
and irregular action disappear with
Guadalupe Triijilio,
postofSce Las Vegas Monlco Tafoya,
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay,
Precinct No. 52, Los Colonias,
Precinct No. 1?, San Patricio
Bcnifcio Baca, Sanguii Ruiz.
san Jose iileofes Gaiiegos, Wis., says :"My wife is rapiuiy rePrecinct No. 9, Pecos, postoffice, Guadalupe Roybal, Epifanlo Quintana. covering her health and strength, due
''! House.
Precinct Ko. 18, Mlsawalia School Pecos Pedro Ribera, Jose Barela, Al- Precinct No. 53, Ertcinoso, postofSce, solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G.
t'.M.miro vigu.
Gcnzali Julian Salnzar. Julian Lu Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
rrrofnet No. 13, McKlnIey School
Prccinc! No. 10, Cliapprito, post.
Adv.
ccro, Ricardo Medina.
ELECTION

flee,

House.
Precinct No. 20, San Juan House
of Ellas Lucero.
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorada
House of Emlterlo Leyba.
Precinct No. 22, Sablnoso House of
Alejandro Rodarte.
Precinct No. 23, San Jose House
of Guadalupe Segura.
Precinct No. 24, La Liendre House
ot Jose L. Ramirez.
Precinct No. 25, Pena Blanca
House of Balerio Ramirez.
Precinct No. 26, Los Alamo- s-

PROCLAMATION

post-offic-

post-offic-
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to-wl-
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post-offic-

CAFF

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
BXST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
o. O. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth
evening eaea
Thursday
Regular
hall. Vlaitlnt
munication first ud month at W. O.
In brothers cordially Invited. Howard W.
third Thursday
aca month. Visiting Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
cordially in
vited. Gu M. Cary. W. M., H. 8. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUM
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Pettea. Secretary.
ourth Thursday In O. R. C. kali
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer building.
Visiting member!
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- - are cordially Invited. Richard Devlna,
i 43kular conclave second Tues-V- , Q. K.; Frank Angel, T. 8.
dey In each mcnth at Ma
DR. ADELAIDE
B. LEWIS
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. J3. M.
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
LA 8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY Offlce Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
Residence Phone Main 384
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
cation first Monday In each
month at Masonic Temple
MONUMENT CO
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
ffifVSf H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre
IS Years practical Experience.
tary.
w. w Bowirna.
B. A. jones
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L.
A.

COLUMN
ear
OPTIC'S NUMBER
RATES

MAIN

TOR CLASSIFIED

B
ADVER-

TISEMENTS

com-

M.

JONES-BOWER-

Flvt cents per lln tach Insertion,
Estlmats tlx ordinary words, to a line.
No ad to occupy lets spac than two
line
All ndvertliementa
charged
will bs booked at tpacs actually act I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO
without regard to' number sf words.
GEO. H. HUNKER
4. Meet
every Monday evening at
Cash In advlncs preferred.
Attorney-at-Latheir hall on Sixth stseeL All visiting
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
brethren cordially invite to attend.
J. Friedenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
DR. F. It. HUXMANN
V. Q.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
Dentist
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
WANTED A barber. C. A. Montoya, CemBtery Trustee,
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Bridge street
B. P, O. ELKS
Meets second and Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoss
WANTED Position or piece work by
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 411
fourth Tuesday evening of each
ithorougbly experienced stenograr month Elks" home on NinQ atreet
K.. Y and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
;pher; best of references.
LOCAL TIME CARD
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. SpringOptic.
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
East Bound
Secretary.
Arrive
Dear

Wanted

For Rent

FOR RENT OR SALE

Typewriters
any make; best terms. W. E. Banks'
Phone Vegas 101.

Furnished
light housekeeping.
avenue.

rooms for
Lincoln

FOR RENT

921

FURNISHED ROOMS with or without
board. 710 Grand avenue.
FOR RENT Modern rooms at
son House.

Clos- -

RENT Two rooms for light
housekeeping. 1103 Lincoln avenue

FOR

For Czls
Pony, gentle to harness
30.
with colt,
Agua

FOR SALE

or saddle;

Pura

Company.

FOR SALE At a bargain, 20 full
blood Rhode Island Red hens, one
year old, IL M. Northrup, at Green- berger's.

l,

e,

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

fHS

-

Rus-srel-

o?e

KNIGHTJ AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome O. L. Free
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Assistant Deputy 1011
Montague
Sixth street East Laa Vegas, H. H

No.
No.

7:41 p.

7:20 p. m

4. ...11:54 p.

No.

I. ...

ll:tl

m

1:25 a. m
1:15 p. m
West Bound

II....

1:11 a.

!:

Arrive

1....
I. ...
7....

No.
No.

No.
No.

1:10
1:35
4:20
4:35

ft-

Z.

6

. E

Depart
.
1:S
:4I a.
4:81 p. &

p. m
a. m
p. m.....
p. m

V.t

t

W: T. Huchens, Nicholson, Ga., had
severe attack of rheumatism. His
a
NO
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night to feet, ankles and joints were swollen,
was very painfuL
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a1 and moving about
a bad way when
in
was
He
certainly
8 o'clock.
are
cor
Visiting members
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
Presi
T.
welcome,
Buhler,
Jj
dlally
He says, "Just a few doses made mo
dent; Mrs. J. T Buhler, Secretary
feel better, and now my pains and
C. H, Baily, Treasurer.
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
Had Taken His Weigh
n Medicine
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
M. D. Faucett of Gillsville, Ga., says
8 p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul;
G. he had taken his weight in medicino
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo- for headache and constipation but
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es- never used anything that did hira so
much good as Chamberlain's Tablets.
pecially welcome and cordially invited. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

FOR SALE Stove repairs of all de
ecriptions at the Rosenthal Furni
ture Co., opposite Y. M. Q, A.

j3

3

Km

iCiF

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

Lost
LOST
bile.

I....

No.

tire and rim for automo
Return to Las Vegas Motor

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL

One

Car Company.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Fozms!
FOUND

Key hook with two keys.
Owner can have same at this office
by paying for notice.
POSITIVELY

RETAIL PRICES

MASTERS

CROUP
Foley's Honey and Tar compound
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm, Opens up
the air passages and stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breath
ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Honey arid Tar to our children for
croup and it always acts quickly." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.

2,000

pounds
pounds
200 pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50
1,000

or More, each dUvery
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1.090 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery
pounds, each delivery

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100
100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and .Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which, Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Adv.

INSTRUCTING

A

BATTERY

Santa Fe, Oct. 27 Adjutant Gen
eral Harry T. Herring reports the ar
rival at Roswell of Major McNair of
the Sixth artillery, who will instruct
the National Guard battery stationed
there for the next few weeks before
going to Fort Sill.

i

WANT ADS

J

j

OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery aad
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical instm- -

ments,
"

rjrs

at

OTWAfiT

TUB PROPERTY you want to sell la WORTH MOST to peopla who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here,

I

cotton

WHAT YOU

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most

j

WANTED Clean
Oplic office.

YOU WANT

AND
SELL

Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
They hang on all winter If not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseases. Get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take it freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw Inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and Is
mildly laxative. Best for children
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,

FIND WHAT

"'"

""

WANT' AD3 are Inexpensive, gfct rcsulU
FIFO. Try thcrn.
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and
get your choice of the followingMagazines
For Twelve Tlonths:
Hi c

CUE'S

THE WOMEN'S

IGAZII

HOME COMPANION
!

THE

NATIONAL

2

I

SPORTSM

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay
ST

CALL

THE

OFFICE

ID

LEAVE

SISCfilPTll

BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
flagazine for one year

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic; and one
flagazine for one year

$7.00
$7-5-

0

$6.oo
$6.50

1

'

1

c

Nil

'

-

,

-

Co0
PmiMIsih
tag
optic
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j
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
thp activities of the school. Conduct
also will be a factor in the personnel
of the membership.
It is not stated by the president, but
th3 movement might be taken to mean
the propagation of a society of the

CEBIT SOCIETY TO BE
FORUED AT

UAL

MUTUAL THEATER
:

Bridge St

TONIGHT

j

First Show Starts at 7;is

MEDICAL AID NEEDED

President Frank II. H. Roberts of
the Normal University lias appointed
a committee, with Professor T. G.
Rodgers, as chairman, to draw up a
ritual and arrange for the organization of a new school society, to be
known as the XC plus society. As
the name suggests, the students, to be
eligible, must have an average of 90
per cent or over in their studies.
But this Is not all. They must also
rave contributed In some way to the
urcial activities of the institution, either as a member of the editorial staff
of the student publication, prominence in the work of the literary societies, or in athletics, or In some oth- !
way constituted a generic force in

American-

"Daphnia"

-

Two-ree- l
Feature
Washington, Oct. 27. Three more
"A Fatal Fllrt'ation"-Keysto12
Cross
surgeons,
Red
American
nurses and 25 tons of hospital supplies
are to be hurried to the AustraSer-via- n
frontier by the first available
ship. Today's reports from Servia to
Red Cross headquarters tell of the
LOCAL
dire need of medicinal aid on the
sefnes of fighting along the border.
Arrangements are being made for
Regular dance at F. B. Hall
supplemental shipments of medicinal
night. Adv.
supplies and hospital garments to Ger
Reservations for public 'school mumany, England and France.
To the Russian Red Cross 100 lit sical, Murphey'0 Thursday. Adv.
ters. 30,000 bandages and large quan
tities of supplies of vaseline, absorbCutler Brothers, Insurance, North- ent cotton and a number of hospital west corner of Plaza. Adv.
garments have just been shipped by
The public school musical entertainthe American Red Cross.
ment November 4 will be worth while.

AT

NICE SWEET POTATOES
5c per lb, 6 lbs. for 25c

Grapes
Grapes

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

NEW YORK CONCORD
GRAPES
The last of the season.

$4.50

Granite Rugs

$5.00

Granite Rugs

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

Granite Rugs

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

Jars

Stearns' STORE

A

?2.20 for $3.50 Granite Rugs

feet.
?2.75 for
feet.
$3.35 for
9x9 feet.
$4.40 for
6x

GREEN TOMATOES
QUINCES
STRAWBERRIES

9

,

i.50

9x12 feet).

J,

H. YOR

'$3.95 for $5.50 Smith

Rugs, size
$10.85

for

$15

3x6

Axtnin-ste-

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

r

feet.

Seamless

vative Bank.

Tap-

estry 9x12 feet Hugs.
Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

$13.05
9x12

ESTABLISHED 1876

for $20 Velvet
feet Smith's Rugs.

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Remember our I

Mu-tua-

STRICTLY FRESH COLORADO

3So

RANCH EGOS

dozzon

3

1

rlr

rjtr rtr "1

'Ir 't rlt

"M

ir

WIS
GROCER

tfr

rl? H

rSb--

CROOAIEY

MELODY"

and a lot of other latest hits have Just
been received by us.
Come In and try some of them on
our Baldwin Piano.
PAGE FURNITURE
& UNDERTAKING

511 Sixth St.

77ao

REMODELING

SALE

Is still on

a

Strictly Fresh Kansas Eggs

iiE
THE

s,

Y, M. C. A.

The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
$18.65 for $25 high grade 9x12
Frank Duran, of Eighth, street and
feet Smith Axrainster Rugs.
Main avenue, died yesterday afternoon
Some very fine Tailored Hats at
was born.
cost to close thtni out. Mrs. L. P. only a few hours after it
25 per Cent Discount on All
was
The
this
afternoon
held
funeral
Wright, Doll's Curio Store, 509 Sixth fnt 1 rtVlnrlf
Rag Rugs for This Sale
nppnrrinsr
InfprmpTit
flip
street. Adv.
in St. Joseph's cemetery. Mr. Duran
is an employe of The Optic, and his
"Our Mutual Girl No. 38" will not
EXTRA SPECIAL
mourn with him in his loss
associates
be shown tonight on account of an
jv
jf it- ui'
error made by1 the Deliver house.
instian
St.
Anthony's orphanage,
'theater. Adv.
Solid" Oak
$25.00 ijfor
$35
tution which will care for the fatherenamel
Kitchen
white
Cabinet,
who
apmotherless
children
This evening a large cUiss of can- less and
Alnickeloid top; big
in
was
dedicated
for
lined,
sliding
shelter,
ply
didates is to be initiated into the
J.
value. $1 per week will do.
Blks. A large attendance of the mem- buquerque Sunday by Archbishop
Fe.
The
Santa
of
Pitival
""
orphanbers is urged. -;
age will be conduoted by Catholic sisThere have already been several ters and will have as its object the
of orphan crldren to be
reservations of rooms by the prospec- bringing up
STREET TO
The BRIDGE
of the. state.
citizens
valuable
sestive students at next summer's
cities
and
other
of
Albuquerque
people
sion of the Normal University.
in the state assisted in raising the
HAVE NEW SURFACE
for the erection of the build- ,
money
weather
Vesterday'a
report, as;
as the institution was felt to be
given out by the volunteer observa- ings,
tion station at the New Mexico Nor- a need. J. L. LaDriero, a prominent BUSINESS MEN AND PROPERTY
OWNERS FIX UP THOROUGHmal University, was: Maximum, 54; Albuquerque architect, drew the plans
mo
and
construction
FARE FOR THE WINTER
superintended
minimum, 26.
of the buildings free. Rev. Father
Mandalari, S. J., who-i- s well known
Bridge street is undergoing a course
The Kellogg-Haine- s
Concert comhere, having been a teacher in the 'of sprouts. The movement was ini- pany, which will open the Y. M. C. A.
Jesuit college several years ago, was tiated by Ludwig W. Ilfeld, who has
lyceum course at the Duncan opera the
of
prime mover In raising the money secured the
the
house tomorrow evening, will arrive Tor
the orphanage.
street car company, Stern and Nahm,
on train No. 10 from Albuquerque to
Charles Ilfeld company, B. T. Mills,
morrow.
CARD OF THANKS
Terry McGovern and Obaldo Maloof.
To the many friends and neighbors
These firms and interested persons
B. C. Hernandez, the choice of the v.ho so kindly assisted us during the have hired men for
the work, paying
republican party in this state for the final illness and death of our daugh- them out of their own pockets, and
national house of representatives, ter and slater, Miss Sylvia Sitvage, are overseeing the job. They are
who has been addressing large and we wish to express our most sincere
taking off six inches of mud, and pro
enthusiastic meetings in Union coun thanks, both for the beautiful flowers, pose, after getting down to a good
ty during the past week, will be heard kindly words and other assistance, foundation, to put on a heavy coating
at Tucumcari tonlghtt
which helped to make our sorrow the of course creened gravel, which will
more easily borne.
be rolled In. The work is beinj? done
MRS. S. V. SAVAGE,
to make the street passable this win
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com
MR. and MRS. E. P. MACKEL. ter, and Is not
intended, those who
pany, at a special meeting last night,
have the matter in charge say, as a
decided to sell one of the horses of
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
substitute for the permanent paving
the new fire team, it being demonThe
public Is hereby notified that that Is contemplated.
strated, after a month's training, that
the old horse and one of the new team the firm of Fridenstein & McNeecelI luo luiyiurciucui IS UJ CXIWIIU irOTTl
has dissolved.
Mr. L. N. McNeace.the brideo in th wMt Htm nf
will work to the best aa vantage,
will collect and pay all bills. Any Greenclay store. It Is
possible that
further business conducted under the owners westward of that
point may
The officials of the Y. M. Q. A. are name of the
Variety Shop will be itrMbe a little of the enthusiasm of
agreeably surprised to note the unex- done by L. N. McNeace, proprietor.
their neighbors and continue it to the
pectedly large sale of general admis
J. D. FRIDENSTEIN,
Plaza.
sion tickets to the Kellogg-Haine- s
enL. N. McNEACE.
tertainment at the Duncan opera
house tomorrow night This enterAUTO STAGE
YOUNG UEN'S GLOB
tainment la the first number of the Automobile stage line to Mora tri
Y. M. c. A. course
The company has weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Satbeen highly praised by the press In
GETS GOOD START
urday, leaving Murphey's comer 8 a.
every city in the southwest which it m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
has visited. These places include Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las
Vegas 5:45 p.
Trinidad, Raton and Roswell, where m. Fare for round trip, $5; one way, THE REPUBLICAN ORGANIZATION
ELECTS OFFICERS
AND ENthe company played early in the $3. Round
trip tickets good for one
A LUNCHEON
JOYS
month.
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
An enthusiastic body of young republicans, numbering oven 200, gathered last night on the West side and
effected the organization of the Young
Men's Republican club. The organization started off with fully 150 members, ail energetic, hard working par
tisans, who promise to do "much for
the republican victory in this county..
O. A. Larrazolo, Secundino Romero
and Apolonlo Sena were among the
AT THE OPERA HOUSE TONIGHT 8 P-prominent speakers, and talks were
Ladies Especially Invited.
made by many of the young men

HONEY

lb Frances Pint

ROSENTHAL

Opposite the

Grocer and Baker

The Modern Woodmen of America
will hold a regular meeting this evening at 8 p. m, at the O. R. C. hall.

Cornishon
Tokay

THE

WINTER APPLES
For winter use. $1.25 per box.

NEWS

Isle of Pines

1

VALUES

ne

Adv.

Si

(

o;

"get-togeth-

END

Met

TUESDAY

themselves who dedicated their efforts Armijo, Luciano Baca, Lino E. Romero. Eugenio Lujan and Antonio Nie-tsergeants-at-armRamon Ullba.r-ri- ,
g
Eugenio Corbett and Felix
and the business of the meeting
wtre' over, the members sent a plas-an- t
hour over the luncheon.
Contrary to the announcement last
The officers elected were: Presi- night, the registration books will be
dent, Tomas Kane; vic.e presidents, closed this evening.
Lp.zaro Flores and Ernesto Guerin;
secretary, Benjamin Armijo; treasurriARVEY'S IS OPEN
er, Pablo Valdez; interpreters, Pablo
Valdez, Guillermo Garcia and Eugenio
Carriage out Saturday morning.
Lujan; executive committee, Luis E. Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.

at this initial meeting of the organization. It was a genuine
'
affair, and after the speechmak-in-

MONTHS

Saturday's

Really-reallle-

ORGANIZATION, IT IS BELIEVED,
WILL INCREASE GOOD
SCHOLARSHIP

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1914.

CO.

Phone Main 114

Elotlcrn Womnn
'

knows there Is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she Jwows the best
Is the cheapest That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack tofor

ON ALL

HEATING STOVES

I

J

Y You

can

.

Save Money Here
J.

THE FAMOUS
HOWARD HEATER

C.

Johnseo

&

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski-

n

ed for the auto.
ALL WGHK

DONE

AT DUE SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

:i

T

EERGUSSON.
AX

Pure,

Quill Flour.

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

TOO BAD'

You didn

t get

of our last shipment.

We have ordered another car load

At the IIooib Of Tlie Best Of Everyling Eatable

7

Kosher Sausage Fresh
Every Week.

I

HAMD

GO.

'STORE

i
We are making two freight shipments a week of stove castings. We
are prepared to furnish repairs for any stove, furnace, hot water or
steam boiler made.

j

Prompt service.

j

We furnish all sizes of window glass, price and service
guaranteed.
"
PHONE MAIN 379
4.

Lidw!r Wm.. ilfeld
Everything

In

Hardware and Furniture.

Next to Eridge.

EARLY

Garments.

WE CAN PLEASE YOU

I Las

Verfas

Sip,,

these famous little cars to

be

shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine

Clean
or Dye
your old

WINDOW GLASS

I

HE GRAAF

of

STOVE-REPAIRS--

I

son

1

EVERYBODY
HEAR CONGRESSMAN

day.

Ask your grocer

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS

X

ca

this time.

CI! AS. ILFELD CO.
Agents for Tim Ford

1

f

